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1. INTRODUCTION
Animals settle disputes through contests (Archer, 1988; Hardy &
Briffa, 2013; Huntingford & Turner, 1987). These disputes occur when animals compete to determine priority access to limited resources, such as
mates, food, shelter, territories, display areas, and nesting sites. While
some animal contests escalate to costly physical ﬁghts, in which one or
both contestants may sustain serious injury (Dunn, Jander, Lamas, & Pereira,
2015; Piper, Walcott, Mager, & Spilker, 2008), most contests do not.
Instead, contests are more frequently settled, and in many instances avoided
altogether by the animals’ reliance on less-costly communication signals
(Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Signals often have features that predict
the signaler’s likelihood of winning a ﬁght (eg, its size or physical condition).
By assessing these features of a rival’s signals and using them to determine
one’s own engagement or persistence in a contest, animals may avoid paying
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the costs of escalation (Clutton-Brock & Albon, 1979). Signals also have features that encode individual identity. By recognizing past rivals based on
their signals, animals may avoid paying the costs of repeated contests with
the same individual, in which the most likely outcome may be predictable
based on the outcomes of past contests (Falls & Brooks, 1975). However,
there may also be costs to, and limitations on, animals’ abilities to gather
the information required for both the assessment and recognition of rivals.
Thus there is likely to be a diversity of strategic contest behaviors in animals,
which calls for studies into the functional, evolutionary, and mechanistic bases for this diversity. Here, we critically review advances made during the
previous 50 years in the study of rival assessment and recognition in a group
that exempliﬁes the diversity in animal contest behavior, the anuran amphibians (frogs and toads).
Anurans exhibit an impressive diversity of social, reproductive, and
communicative behaviors (Wells, 2007). A rich literature has been developed that reports on studies of contest behavior in male anurans, which primarily compete for access to reproductive females. This competition can
take many different forms, ranging from physical combat over females or
breeding resources to the exchange of distinct aggressive vocalizations
used during agonistic interactions (Dyson, Reichert, & Halliday, 2013;
Gerhardt & Huber, 2002; Wells, 2007). The types of social and reproductive
interactions that occur between contestantsdand by extension, how
communication signals mediate these interactionsdare heavily inﬂuenced
by the environment. Of particular importance in shaping anuran breeding
ecology is the temporal and spatial availability of aquatic resources required
by the complex life cycles of most anurans (Wells, 1977b, 2007).
As will become apparent, contest behavior in anurans must be considered
in light of the diversity of reproductive and communicative behaviors found
in this group. The breeding ecology of anurans generally falls along a continuum between “explosive breeders” and “prolonged breeders” (Wells,
1977b, 2007). Explosive breeders have extremely short breeding seasons,
lasting only a single day in some species. Males often engage in scramble
competition, attempting to clasp and reproduce with any unpaired female
they can ﬁnd and hold on to. In contrast, prolonged breeders have longer
breeding seasons lasting weeks or months, not days. Two mating systems
are common among prolonged breeders. In “lek-breeding” species, contests
arise as males attempt to exclude each other from calling too closely, possibly
to minimize the risk of acoustic interference. Turnover in the selection and
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use of speciﬁc calling sites is often high, resulting in the relatively short-term
defense of a speciﬁc calling site by an individual. Calling sites in leks seldom
contain speciﬁc resources that might be required for reproduction. In
contrast to lek-breeding species, males of “territorial” species occupy and
defend ﬁxed areas for periods lasting from several weeks or months to
more than a year. These long-term territories typically contain contested
breeding resources required for successful reproduction, such as oviposition
sites or tadpole-rearing sites. Thus, across the entire continuum of explosive
to prolonged breeders, contest behavior involves aggressively competing
against rivals for access to reproductive females, to short-term calling sites,
or to long-term territories.

1.1 Rival Assessment
The study of rival assessment in anurans has involved determining which
characteristics give individuals an advantage in contests, and how these characteristics might be communicated to rivals and used as the basis for deciding
whether to persist, give up, or escalate. In Section 2, we provide some historical context on rival assessment (Section 2.1) and then review the major
advances that have been made in the study of rival assessment in anurans,
along with some additional interesting complications, which can be brieﬂy
summarized as follows.
Assessment of body size and the role of call frequency (Section 2.2). Larger
individuals generally have an advantage in animal contests, and this has
been conﬁrmed in many anuran species. Moreover, because the frequency
of vocalizations is often negatively correlated with body size, call frequency
is commonly invoked as an acoustic cue by which rivals assess one another
while avoiding outright physical combat. However, not all species conform
to this description, and there are cases in which either body size has little
inﬂuence on contest success or there is no evidence for frequency
assessment.
Frequency alteration and the question of signal honesty (Section 2.3). In some
species, males actively lower the acoustic frequencies of their calls during
aggressive interactions. This behavior has received much attention because
of the possibility that weaker individuals could attempt to fool their opponents by signaling a larger body size than they actually possess. In general the
evidence for blufﬁng is mixed, and other explanations for the role of frequency alteration in contests remain viable.
Assessment of graded aggressive signals (Section 2.4). Many anurans produce
graded aggressive signals with signal properties that covary with the level of
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contest escalation. There is no conclusive explanation for this behavior, in
part, because studies rarely link variation in graded aggressive signals to
the likelihood of further escalation and subsequent contest success.
Nonacoustic rival assessment (Section 2.5). Although acoustic communication
is the most widely studied signaling modality in anurans, evidence is accumulating that signals and cues in other modalities, including visual, vibrational,
and tactile, may also be involved in rival assessment in many species.

1.2 Rival Recognition
In Section 3, we turn to rival recognition. The study of rival recognition in
anurans has focused on the so-called “dear enemy” effect (Fisher, 1954), in
which territorial neighbors exhibit relatively low levels of aggression toward
each other, but maintain high levels of aggression toward unfamiliar
strangers. After providing some historical context in Section 3.1, we review
the following advances in the study of rival recognition in anurans.
Neighbor recognition (Section 3.2). Some territorial male frogs exhibit a
form of vocally mediated neighbor recognition similar to that observed in
songbirds. Neighbors elicit lower levels of aggression than strangers, and
neighbors are associated with particular locations. However, there is also
diversity across species in terms of whether neighbors are treated as dear
enemies.
Individual vocal distinctiveness (Section 3.3). Acoustic and statistical analyses
have revealed high levels of individual vocal distinctiveness in anurans that
defend both long-term territories with breeding resources and short-term
calling sites in leks. There is so far no evidence to suggest that territoriality
is associated with greater individuality in anuran vocalizations.
Perceptual basis of neighbor recognition (Section 3.4). Repeated exposure to
the calls of a new neighbor allows territory holders to learn about its individually distinctive vocalizations and its location. Preliminary evidence indicates
a good coevolutionary match between signalers and receivers in that receiver
thresholds for behavioral discrimination are related to the patterns and magnitudes of variation in signals present within and among individuals.
Acquisition of differential responses to neighbors and strangers (Section 3.5).
Early studies of the dear enemy effect suggested a form of learning known
as habituation might be involved in directing lower levels of aggression
toward neighbors. The aggressive responses of anurans exhibit parametric
characteristics of habituation. Both long-term and short-term forms of
habituation occur, and their functional characteristics in contests are related
to whether a species defends long-term territories or short-term calling sites.
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1.3 A Note on Structure and Nomenclature
We purposefully structure our review in a case study format to highlight not
only the behavioral and ecological diversity among anurans, but also diversity in the methods used to investigate rival assessment and recognition in
this group. This approach requires attention to nomenclature, a topic that
has generated much recent debate in anuran taxonomy (AmphibiaWeb,
2015; Frost, 2015; Grant et al., 2006; Pyron & Wiens, 2011). In this article,
our use of scientiﬁc names follows AmphibiaWeb (2015) because it is more
conservative in using names present in much of the older literature we
review.

2. RIVAL ASSESSMENT
2.1 History and Context
The modern study of animal contest behavior is based on a series of
game theory models that were developed to explain the strategic behavior
of individuals engaged in agonistic interactions (reviewed by Kokko,
2013; Riechert, 2013). The earliest models addressed the frequent observation that most animal contests are resolved “peacefully” by display rather
than ﬁghts. Why should animals, which are often well equipped with weaponry for ﬁghting, ever give up a valuable resource without maximal defense?
Game theoretic analyses answered this question in terms of individual selective advantage and the distribution of strategies in the population. A fundamental conclusion from these analyses is that the resolution of contests by
conventional means such as display can be advantageous for both contestants
because they avoid the costs of escalated ﬁghts (Maynard Smith, 1982b;
Maynard Smith & Price, 1973).
Initial game theory models assumed contestants were identical except in
their choice of strategy and thus did not account for other differences in
characteristics that inﬂuence the outcome of escalated encounters (Maynard
Smith & Price, 1973). Parker (1974) introduced the concept of resourceholding potential (RHP), deﬁned as an individual’s ability to win an escalated
physical contest, and showed that asymmetries in RHP between contestants
could be used to settle disputes. RHP is often related to body size, with
larger individuals being more likely to win (reviewed by Archer, 1988),
but other characteristics may also determine RHP, such as physiological state
(Briffa & Sneddon, 2007) or experience (Hsu, Earley, & Wolf, 2006; Rutte,
Taborsky, & Brinkhof, 2006). Asymmetries in the value of the resource
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between the two contestants can also be used to resolve contests with victory
going to the individual that places greater value on the resource (Arnott &
Elwood, 2008; Enquist & Leimar, 1987; Maynard Smith & Parker, 1976;
Parker, 1974).
Assessment in contests describes the decision-making processes that determine whether an individual persists, withdraws, or escalates. The concept of
assessment is the key to understanding how contests are often resolved by
displays. If signals contain information about individual RHP, then assessment of signals could allow for contests to be resolved based on RHP asymmetries, but without escalation to physical combat. An important prediction
of early models of rival assessment is that if contests are resolved by RHP
asymmetries, then contests involving more closely matched competitors
should take longer to resolve (Enquist & Leimar, 1983; Parker, 1974). A
large number of empirical studies, therefore, focused on testing the hypothesis of a negative correlation between RHP asymmetry and the escalation
and duration of contests (reviewed by Arnott & Elwood, 2009).
Enquist and Leimar (1983) developed the sequential assessment model
to explain individual strategies for persistence in contests based on the
assessment of a competitor’s RHP. Individuals base their decision to persist
or withdraw from contests on an assessment of their own RHP relative to
that of their opponent; this and other similar models are referred to as
mutual-assessment models. While individuals should have a good estimate
of their own absolute RHP, their assessment of relative RHP in the sequential assessment model depends on the absolute RHP of their opponent,
which is unknown prior to the contest. In the model, contests proceed
by a series of interactions in which information is exchanged, allowing
each individual to assess its opponent and update its estimate of relative
RHP. The uncertainty of this estimate decreases with repeated exchanges,
and contests persist until one individual gives up because its estimate of its
relative RHP is lower than a threshold that is set by the expected costs and
beneﬁts of continued persistence. When contestants are more closely
matched, the assessment of which contestant is superior becomes necessarily
more difﬁcult, and more symmetrical contests therefore take longer to
resolve. In contrast to mutual-assessment models, in self-assessment models,
individuals do not assess their opponent but rather persist in a contest up
to an individual threshold that is determined only by their own RHP
(Mesterton-Gibbons, Marden, & Dugatkin, 1996; Payne & Pagel, 1996,
1997). In the cumulative-assessment model, animals persist according to an
individual threshold and do not assess their opponent’s RHP, as in the
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self-assessment model, but the decision to withdraw is based on both the
individual’s own expenditures during the conﬂict and other “external” costs
(Payne, 1998). External costs include costs inﬂicted by the opponent during
physical ﬁghting along with indirect costs of engaging in aggressive
behavior, such as predation risk and time lost to other activities, such as
mating or foraging (Payne, 1998).
Assuming that individuals can obtain reliable information about their
opponent’s RHP through signals and that the evaluation of relative RHP
is cost-free, mutual-assessment is the superior strategy because it allows for
inferior individuals to give up more quickly when they are clearly outmatched. However, these assumptions are not always met in natural contests. While individuals almost certainly have reliable information on their
own RHP, the evaluation of opponent RHP is susceptible to at least two
sources of error. First, even honest signals of RHP are generally only honest
“on average,” meaning that the correlation between signal and RHP is less
than perfect and raising the possibility that contestants misidentify their relative qualities (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). Second, the information content of
signals of RHP is likely to degrade due to environmental factors during
transmission from signaler to receiver (Wiley, 1994). Such effects are particularly relevant in anuran choruses, which are characterized by high levels of
noise that create severe challenges for communication (Schwartz & Bee,
2013; Vélez, Schwartz, & Bee, 2013). While some studies have shown
that loud chorus noise reduces the overall incidence of aggressive signaling
(Schwartz & Wells, 1983), whether noise affects the assessment strategy
used in contests is an interesting open question for future studies. Together,
these sources of error can reduce the value of attempting to assess an opponent’s RHP. In addition, there may be costs associated with gathering information about opponents; if these costs are high enough then theory predicts
that self-assessment is favored over mutual-assessment (Mesterton-Gibbons
& Heap, 2014).
Despite these potential limitations, the sequential assessment model was
highly inﬂuential because its structure resembles the dynamics of many natural contests, in which exchanges of aggressive signals appear to be used for
assessment of opponent RHP, and because many studies found support for
the key prediction of the model that contest duration or escalation should
be negatively related to the degree of asymmetry between opponents
(Enquist, Leimar, Ljungberg, Mallner, & Segerdahl, 1990; Hack, 1997;
Jennions & Backwell, 1996; Leimar, Austad, & Enquist, 1991). However,
Taylor and Elwood (2003) pointed out that the negative relationship
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between contest duration and measures of relative RHP is not diagnostic of
mutual-assessment and indeed is also expected to arise under self-assessment
and cumulative-assessment strategies, in which relative RHP is not actually
assessed by the contestants. Taylor and Elwood (2003) described additional
analyses that could distinguish among these strategies (see Box 1), although
the issue remains controversial (Arnott & Elwood, 2009; Briffa & Elwood,
2009; Elwood & Arnott, 2012, 2013). In light of the reevaluation of the
prevalence of mutual-assessment and the development of better methods
to distinguish among different assessment strategies, a large number of
studies have been performed to test which strategy best describes contest
behavior in a wide variety of animal species (Briffa & Elwood, 2000;
Egge, Brandt, & Swallow, 2011; Elias, Kasumovic, Punzalan, Andrade, &
Mason, 2008; Kemp, Alcock, & Allen, 2006; Moore, Obbard, Reuter,
West, & Cook, 2008; Morrell, Backwell, & Metcalfe, 2005). However,
as discussed in the following section, most studies of anuran contests
were performed prior to Taylor and Elwood’s (2003) publication and
thus potentially misinterpreted negative relationships between size asymmetry and contest duration or escalation as evidence for mutual-assessment
(see also Dyson et al., 2013). In the remainder of Section 2, we review previous studies of assessment in anurans with an emphasis on assessment based
on vocalizations during aggressive contests.

2.2 Assessment of Body Size and the Role of Call Frequency
Many studies of rival assessment in anurans aimed to test the hypotheses,
largely inspired by studies of common toads (Section 2.2.1), that body
size is a strong predictor of RHP and that contests are characterized by
assessment of the opponent’s call frequency as an honest signal of RHP.
These studies, therefore, focused on testing one or more of the following
predictions in different species: (1) larger males are more successful in contests (ie, RHP is determined by body size), (2) there is a relationship
between call frequency and body size, and (3) individuals respond differently to playbacks of different call frequencies. We discuss in this section
several cases in which these predictions were fulﬁlled. However, there
are also several studies that have found negative or conﬂicting evidence.
For instance, in many species residenteintruder asymmetries determine
contest outcome, and body size plays a limited or secondary role (Crump,
1988; Given, 1988; Heying, 2001; Kluge, 1981; Sullivan, 1982; Wells,
1978).
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Box 1 Best Practices in Studies of Rival Assessment
Anurans contributed much to early investigations of aggressive behavior, but theory has advanced greatly since many of these studies were published. For studies
of anurans to continue to be impactful, it will be important to consider the most
recent developments in techniques to study rival assessment. Here, we outline
key methodological considerations for future studies of anuran contests.
1. Characterize the determinants of RHP. Even for species in which body
mass is the primary determinant of RHP, other characteristics, including
the size of speciﬁc body parts involved in ﬁghting, physiological condition,
and previous experience, are also likely to play a role. Rather than examining
each possible characteristic related to RHP separately, a fruitful strategy
would be to simultaneously measure multiple potential components of
RHP to obtain an index of “multivariate” RHP, as recently applied successfully
in a study of chameleon aggressive behavior (Stuart-Fox, 2006). When investigating RHP, it is important to keep in mind its deﬁnition as an individual’s
ability to win an escalated physical contest (Parker, 1974). Thus the above
characteristics should ideally be examined in physical ﬁghts, although it
will also be of interest to determine if they also resolve less-escalated contests. Assessment of rival RHP involves exchange of signals conveying information on RHP. Thus it is equally important to characterize the aggressive
signaling system by measuring the relationship between aggressive signal
characteristics and putative correlates of RHP. A critical step is to conﬁrm
that the signals involved are indeed aggressive signals; many studies have
claimed an aggressive function for variation in signal characteristics that is
more likely related to competition to attract females (Section 2.4). We recommend the criteria of Searcy and Beecher (2009) to conﬁrm a signal’s aggressive function: it should increase in aggressive contexts, it should predict
further escalated behavior by the signaler, and it should elicit responses in
receivers consistent with a function in aggression.
2. Test for assessment. Many studies of anurans have assumed mutualassessment, and this seems reasonable given how responsive individuals
are to variation in aggressive signals. Nonetheless, greater care should be
taken to rule out alternative hypotheses of cumulative- or self-assessment
(Section 2.1) using the framework described by Arnott and Elwood (2009)
for staged and natural interactions and Reichert (2014) for playback tests.
To distinguish among these strategies, it is necessary to make separate plots
of the relationship between contest duration and RHP for both winners and
losers of natural or staged contests. A strong positive relationship between
loser RHP and contest duration is predicted for contests that are resolved
both by self-assessment and by mutual-assessment. However, under
mutual-assessment, the relationship between winner RHP and contest duration is predicted to be strong and negative while under self-assessment this
relationship is predicted to be weakly positive (Arnott & Elwood, 2009;
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3.

Taylor & Elwood, 2003). In addition, in size-matched pairings, contest duration should increase with absolute contestant size under self-assessment
(and cumulative-assessment) but should not vary with contestant size
under mutual-assessment. Distinguishing between mutual-assessment and
cumulative-assessment is more challenging and may require a detailed
examination of the dynamics of contests (Briffa & Elwood, 2009). It is important to keep in mind that it may not always be possible to clearly distinguish
between different assessment strategies, which are probably better represented as endpoints on a continuum.
Use a multifaceted approach. Diverse methodological approaches are
available for studying anuran aggressive behavior, but in most species
only a single type of experimental design has been utilized. Observations
of natural interactions are critical for describing the social context under
which aggressive interactions naturally take place and for providing baseline
data to validate the ability of staged interactions to replicate key features of
natural interactions. However, aggressive interactions are uncommon and
difﬁcult to observe in many anuran species, and this approach can only provide correlative data on components of RHP and the role of signals in contests. Staged interactions between contestants in natural or seminatural
environments provide a more controlled setting but maintain some realism
by using two real-life competitors. This approach has only occasionally been
utilized in studies of anurans (Davies & Halliday, 1978; Fellers, 1979), and may
not be feasible for all species, but should be attempted when possible
because it allows for ready quantiﬁcation of multiple features of contest dynamics and contestant characteristics (Reichert & Gerhardt, 2011). Playback
tests can be used to study the role of aggressive signals in contests and to
determine the assessment strategy used by contestants (Reichert, 2014).
Playback designs are particularly useful for isolating the effects of single
call characteristics on receiver aggressive responses. The disadvantage of
playback tests is that even interactive designs (Schwartz, 2001) cannot replicate all aspects of contests (eg, physical combat). Playback designs are therefore best used to test speciﬁc hypotheses of aggressive signaling based on
observations from natural or staged interactions and measurements of RHP.
Finally, experimental manipulations are a potentially powerful but underutilized technique. For instance, if energetic state is thought to be an important
component of RHP, feeding experiments could be used to create energetic
asymmetries between otherwise matched competitors. Hormonal manipulations could create differences in aggressive motivation (Marler, Chu, &
Wilczynski, 1995). If aggressive signaling is hypothesized to convey information about RHP, then experimental manipulation of the characteristic that
determines RHP should alter signal characteristics.

11
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2.2.1 Common Toads
The common toad, Bufo bufo (Bufonidae), provided one of the ﬁrst empirical
demonstrations of assessment in animal contests. This species is an explosive
breeder, in which most mating activity takes place within a time span of only
a few days (Davies & Halliday, 1979). Large aggregations of males form
around breeding ponds, and individual males engage in scramble competition by actively seeking out females that are arriving at the pond. Upon
ﬁnding a female, males grasp her in amplexus until she oviposits. Competition for females is intense, and males not only grasp at nearly any object that
crosses their path, but they also attack already-amplexed pairs and try to take
over the female by forcing her current mate to release its grasp (Davies &
Halliday, 1977, 1979). The paired male defends the female by kicking the
attacker while producing a series of vocalizations (Davies & Halliday, 1978).
In a series of inﬂuential papers, Davies and Halliday investigated malee
male competition in common toads as a mechanism promoting sizeassortative mating. In an initial laboratory investigation, they placed a female
in a tank with two males: one large and one small and then observed which
male was able to maintain amplexus with the female. Larger and smaller
males were equally likely to be the ﬁrst to pair with the female. Following
attacks by the other male, however, small males were often forced off of the
female. Large males never lost possession of the female to a smaller opponent
(Davies & Halliday, 1977). Thus large males have an advantage in contests in
this species and body size is an important component of RHP; indeed in this
case larger males quite literally had a greater potential to hold on to the
resource. Observations of a natural chorus showed that the mean size of
paired males increased as pairs moved from land toward the spawning site
in the pond, implying that larger males had taken over females from smaller
males (Davies & Halliday, 1979).
Davies and Halliday (1978) then explicitly examined how assessment
might take place during these contests. They noted that attacking males
were more persistent in their attacks when the defender was smaller and
hypothesized that males assessed the defender’s size by attending to its vocalizations given during the encounter. In particular, they examined the effect of
fundamental frequency, which was a good candidate signal characteristic for
size assessment because it is determined in large part by the size of the vocal
cords and thus indirectly by body size (Martin, 1971, 1972). Larger males produce lower-frequency calls. Davies and Halliday (1978) tested the assessment
hypothesis using a combination of playbacks and staged interactions between
males. Either a large or small male was allowed to enter into amplexus with a
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female. This male was mechanically prevented from calling while a playback
speaker broadcast calls of either a small male or a large male. Medium-sized
males were allowed to attack this pair. As predicted by the assessment hypothesis, males were more likely to attack (Fig. 1A), and more persistent in attacking (Fig. 1B), a simulated small male (trials with a high-frequency call
playback) than a simulated large male (trials with a low-frequency call playback). This experiment provided clear evidence that attackers assessed their
opponent’s RHP using characteristics of signals given during the encounter.
Nonetheless, signals were not the only means by which assessment took place
during these encounters. Regardless of the playback stimulus, males were less
likely to attack (Fig. 1A), and less persistent in attacking (Fig. 1B), a large defender; presumably this was mediated by tactile cues of male size and the force
of the defending male’s counter attack. While there is clear evidence that the
attacker assesses the RHP of the defender, whether the defender also assesses
the attacker has not been investigated.
2.2.2 Natterjack Toads
In the natterjack toad, Bufo calamita (Bufonidae), males defend calling sites,
the size and location of which are highly variable within and between nights.
In natural agonistic encounters, males usually gave up their calling site when

Figure 1 Effects of call frequency on individual persistence in common toad contests.
(Redrawn from Fig. 3 of Davies, N. B., & Halliday, T. R. (1978). Deep croaks and ﬁghting
assessment in toads Bufo bufo. Nature, 274(5672), 683e685.) Results are from an experiment in which medium-sized males could attack mated pairs with either a large or
small defending male. The defending male was silenced, and calls of either high frequency (gray bars) or low frequency (white bars) were played back through a speaker.
(A) Number of attacks on the pair; males were less likely to attack when exposed to lowfrequency calls. (B) Percent of time spent attacking during the experiment.
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attacked by larger intruders and usually repelled smaller intruders (Arak,
1983). Call frequency was negatively correlated with body size. Individuals
exposed to playbacks of high-frequency calls were more likely to attack the
loudspeaker while individuals exposed to playbacks of low-frequency calls
were more likely to retreat from the calling site. Thus there is evidence
that males assess the RHP of their opponents using call frequency. However,
the role of the subject’s own RHP in assessment is unknown. In a study on a
different population, Tejedo (1988) observed direct competition for access
to females as in the common toad. Here, larger males were more likely to
attack mated pairs, although these attacks were rarely successful in displacing
the defender. Interestingly, Tejedo (1988) also noted a relationship between
the operational sex ratio (OSR) and the occurrence of ﬁghting. Somewhat
counterintuitively, ﬁghts were more common on nights when the OSR was
less male-biased. This suggests that rival assessment strategies may operate
differently in different social environments, although this has not been investigated. Nonetheless, the process of rival assessment appears very similar in
common toads and natterjack toads, despite potential differences in the resources defended by each species.
2.2.3 Wrinkled Toadlets
Contests between males of the wrinkled toadlet, Uperoleia rugosa (Myobatrachidae), also involve calling site defense. In both natural and staged interactions, larger males were more likely to win contests (Robertson, 1986). This
was the case whether the contest only involved exchange of vocalizations or
escalated to physical combat (Fig. 2A). Meanwhile, in staged interactions,
residents did not have an advantage over intruders. Dominant frequency
was negatively correlated with mass and body size (tibia length). In playback
experiments, males that were of a similar size or larger than that of the simulated intruder attacked the speaker while males that were smaller than the
intruder tended to retreat from the playback. By gradually increasing the
amplitude of the playback, the threshold at which males initiated aggressive
behavior could be measured. Males had a lower threshold for aggressive
responses to the small-male playback. Robertson (1986) also noted that in
natural contests, less-escalated contests involved greater mass asymmetries
between contestants than contests that escalated to physical ﬁghting. The
implied conclusion of this ﬁnding was that males engaged in mutualassessment of RHP by attending to one another’s call frequencies, although
as discussed earlier, comparisons between relative asymmetries and contest
escalation are insufﬁcient to distinguish among mutual- and self-assessment
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Figure 2 Effects of body size on contest success. (A) Heavier males of the wrinkled
toadlet were more successful in natural contests involving displays only or physical
ﬁghting. (Drawn from data in Table 2 of Robertson, J. G. M. (1986). Male territoriality,
ﬁghting and assessment of ﬁghting ability in the Australian frog Uperoleia rugosa. Animal
Behaviour, 34(3), 763e772.) The dotted horizontal line represents the null expectation of
no effect of body size; error bars are exact binomial 95% conﬁdence intervals. (B) Effects
of body mass on success in staged interactions in eastern gray treefrogs. Results are
shown separately for interactions that reached four different levels of escalation
(ADV, advertisement calls only; AG1, only one of the contestants gave aggressive calls;
AG2, both contestants gave aggressive calls; PF, physical ﬁght). There was a weak overall effect of body mass on contest success, although within contest categories this was
only signiﬁcant for AG1 interactions. (Drawn from data in Table 2 of Reichert, M. S., & Gerhardt, H. C. (2011). The role of body size on the outcome, escalation and duration of contests in the grey treefrog, Hyla versicolor. Animal Behaviour, 82(6), 1357e1366.)

strategies. Nevertheless, the results of the playback test favor the mutualassessment hypothesis because a male’s response depended both on its
own size and that of the simulated opponent. Robertson (1986) also pointed
out that male body condition tended to deteriorate over several nights of
calling and argued that dominant frequency may thus not be the most reliable signal of a male’s current condition because it probably does not change
in concert. We will revisit the issue of the reliability of frequency as a signal
of body size Section 2.3.
2.2.4 North American Bullfrogs
Bullfrogs, Rana catesbeiana (Ranidae), have a prolonged breeding season
(Wells, 1977b), and males defend territories that function as female oviposition sites (Howard, 1978a, 1978b). Males respond aggressively to intruders
in their territories by producing distinctive aggressive vocalizations (Bee &
Bowling, 2002; Bee, 2002; Wiewandt, 1969). In response to vocalizing
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males and playbacks of advertisement calls inside their territory, males orient
toward the sound source, produce aggressive calls, and move toward it with
a series of conspicuous movements and splashes while attempting to localize
the perceived intruder (Emlen, 1976; Howard, 1978a; Ryan, 1980;
Wiewandt, 1969). In observations of natural encounters, Emlen (1968,
1976) found that most terminated without any physical aggression while
Howard (1978a), in a study of the same population, found that encounters
involving physical ﬁghts were more common than displays. Large body size
was an important component of RHP: Emlen (1976) found that 20 of 26
aggressive encounters were won by larger males, and Howard (1978a) found
that 78 of 108 encounters were won by larger males and only 9 by smaller
males. Howard (1978a) also showed an advantage of male age but argued
that size was more important because within age classes larger males were
more likely to win. In addition, contests that escalated to physical ﬁghts
were characterized by smaller differences in male size than contests that
were resolved by display only (Howard, 1978a), conforming to theoretical
predictions that more closely matched competitors should engage in longer
and more costly contests (Enquist & Leimar, 1983; Parker, 1974).
Because body size is a component of RHP in bullfrog contests, Bee (2002)
tested whether males assess their opponent’s size based on call frequency.
Fundamental frequency is strongly negatively correlated with body size in
bullfrogs (R2 ¼ 0.81; Bee & Gerhardt, 2001c) and thus could potentially
serve as a signal of body size and, hence, RHP. Territorial males were exposed
to playbacks of synthetic advertisement calls that were either size matched (ie,
they had the same frequency as the subject’s calls) or that had a low or a high
frequency that simulated a large or a small male, respectively (Bee, 2002).
Although not explicitly designed as a test of whether contests are resolved
by mutual- or self-assessment, because the relationships between both subject
size and simulated opponent size and contest escalation were tracked, this
design could potentially discriminate between these strategies. Bee (2002)
measured several variables associated with male aggression including various
measures of calling responses, movements in relation to the playback speaker,
and the latencies to give an aggressive response or to habituate to the playback. Despite this thorough examination of males’ aggressive responses, there
was no evidence that the subject’s size, the simulated opponent’s size, or the
size asymmetry between opponents affected how males responded to playbacks (Fig. 3). The conclusion was that even though size is a component of
RHP in this species and call frequency is signiﬁcantly correlated with size,
males do not use call frequency in the process of assessment during contests.
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Figure 3 No effect of size on aggressive responses to playbacks in bullfrogs. Bars are
averages (SE) of the maximum number of aggressive calls given by a male during
any stimulus period. Averages were calculated separately with respect to the simulated
size of the stimulus based on its fundamental frequency (S, small; SM, sizematched with the same frequency as the subject male’s calls; L, large), the size class
of the subject (S, small; M, medium; L, large), and an index of size asymmetry between
subject and playback stimulus (, subject smaller than opponent; 0, subject sizematched to opponent; þ, subject larger than opponent). None of these variables
had signiﬁcant effects on the maximum number of aggressive calls in response to playbacks. (Redrawn from Fig. 3 of Bee, M. A. (2002). Territorial male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) do not assess ﬁghting ability based on size-related variation in acoustic signals.
Behavioral Ecology, 13(1), 109e124.)

The reason for the lack of frequency assessment in this species is not clear, but
among the potential explanations discussed by Bee (2002) is that frequency
assessment may have been devalued because males lower the acoustic frequency of their signals during aggressive interactions (Bee & Bowling,
2002), and thus smaller males may give dishonestly low-frequency calls as a
bluff of large body size (Section 2.3).
2.2.5 Eastern Gray Treefrogs
In the eastern gray treefrog, Hyla versicolor (Hylidae), residents have an
advantage in natural contests over calling sites (Fellers, 1979). Reichert
and Gerhardt (2011) used staged interactions to neutralize the resident
advantage and explicitly tested for assessment of body size in this species.
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This is one of the few studies of anurans to use analyses that were appropriate
to differentiate between self-assessment and mutual-assessment. Males were
moved toward one another while they called from wheeled platforms, and
the outcome and duration of the ensuing encounter was recorded. Contests
ranged in escalation from exchanges of advertisement calls, in which both
call effort and the proportion of overlapping calls increased (Reichert &
Gerhardt, 2012, 2013b), to exchanges of aggressive calls (Reichert &
Gerhardt, 2013a), to physical combat. There was a weak, but statistically signiﬁcant, advantage for larger males when all types of contests were considered (Fig. 2B; Reichert & Gerhardt, 2011). However, larger males did not
have an advantage in physical ﬁghts as would be expected if size were a
component of RHP (Fig. 2B). Indeed, males only had a size advantage in
certain less-escalated interactions. Accordingly, there was no evidence for
assessment of body size in this species: there were no correlations between
the size of either winners or losers and the level of escalation reached or
the duration of various components of the contest (Reichert & Gerhardt,
2011). Nevertheless, there was some evidence that individuals assessed the
call frequency of their opponents and that contestants with lower-frequency
aggressive calls were more likely to win (Section 2.3.3; Reichert &
Gerhardt, 2013a; Reichert, 2014).
Reichert and Gerhardt (2011) argued that body size is unlikely to provide a substantial advantage for eastern gray treefrogs due to the species’ relatively low-impact ﬁghting behavior. They suggested instead that energetic
state may be a more important component of RHP. While some suggestive
evidence has been discovered for this hypothesis in eastern gray treefrogs
(Section 2.3.3), and in general energetic costs are an important component
of anuran acoustic competition in the context of mate attraction (Prestwich,
1994; Wells, 2001), little attention has been paid to the energetic costs of
aggressive behaviors in anurans. Physiological state may be an important
component of RHP in animals (Briffa & Sneddon, 2007), and this is thus
a high-priority area for future investigations of anuran contest behavior.

2.3 Frequency Alteration and the Question of Signal
Honesty
One of the major debates in the study of animal aggressive signaling is what
maintains signal honesty (reviewed by Searcy & Nowicki, 2005). In other
words, if animals compete over valuable resources and base the decision
to withdraw from a contest on an assessment of signals of RHP produced
by their opponent, what is to prevent a contestant from dishonestly signaling
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a larger RHP than it actually possesses (Dawkins & Krebs, 1978; Maynard
Smith & Parker, 1976)? Such blufﬁng could reduce the evolutionary stability
of the communication system because receivers should no longer pay attention to these dishonest signals (Maynard Smith, 1979). This question has
been raised in relation to assessment of RHP by call frequency in anurans.
There are biomechanical and energetic limitations on the frequencies that
can be produced by an individual of a given size (Martin, 1971, 1972);
thus small individuals may simply be incapable of producing low-frequency
calls, and call frequency would be an index signal of body size (Bradbury &
Vehrencamp, 2011). When this is the case, call frequency is by deﬁnition an
honest signal of size, and it is reasonable to expect animals to assess the call
frequency of opponents in contests if size is an important component of
RHP. However, several anuran species are capable of altering the frequency
of their calls. This was ﬁrst demonstrated in white-lipped frogs, Leptodactylus
albilabris (Leptodactylidae), in which males adjusted their own call frequencies to more closely match those of a playback stimulus (Lopez, Narins,
Lewis, & Moore, 1988). It is unclear whether the change in call frequency in
this species is related to aggression, but subsequent studies in other species
showed that lowering call frequency is an important component of aggressive signaling interactions. This raises a serious challenge for understanding
aggressive signaling: if receivers assess RHP based on call frequency, do signalers lower their call frequency to bluff their body size in agonistic interactions? How would assessment take place in this situation? In this section, we
will discuss how these questions have been addressed in studies of several
anuran species.
2.3.1 Northern Cricket Frogs
Northern cricket frogs, Acris crepitans (Hylidae), are one of the best-studied
anuran species in terms of their aggressive behavior (see also Section 2.4.1).
Males in this prolonged-breeding species defend calling sites, and in natural
contests that escalate to wrestling, larger males win (Wagner, 1989a). Contests involve exchanges of advertisement calls and there is no distinctive
aggressive call. The dominant frequency of advertisement calls negatively
correlates with a male’s body length, and indeed it is the best acoustic predictor of male size (Wagner, 1989c). Furthermore, males were more likely
to maintain calling or to attack a playback speaker when it broadcast a highfrequency stimulus and more likely to cease calling in response to a lowfrequency stimulus (Fig. 4A; Wagner, 1989a; but see Burmeister, Ophir,
Ryan, & Wilczynski, 2002). Thus all of the ingredients seem to be in place
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Figure 4 Relationship between call frequency and male behavior in response to playbacks in northern cricket frogs. (A) Behavioral responses of males to high-frequency
(gray bars) and low-frequency (white bars) advertisement-call playbacks. Males tended
to attack the high-frequency stimulus and retreat from the low-frequency stimulus.
(Drawn from data in Table 1 of Wagner (1989a). Fighting, assessment, and frequency
alteration in Blanchard’s cricket frog. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, 25(6), 429e
436.) (B) Mean  SE change in call frequency (measured as the difference between
the male’s call frequency during the playback period and the call frequency during a
prestimulus control period) for males that responded differently to playbacks. Males
that attacked the speaker lowered their call frequency more than males that abandoned the playback; these in turn lowered their call frequency more than males that
tolerated (ie, continued calling without moving) the playback. (Redrawn from Fig. 2 of
Burmeister, S. S., Ophir, A. G., Ryan, M. J., & Wilczynski, W. (2002). Information transfer during cricket frog contests. Animal Behaviour, 64(5), 715e725.)

for call frequency to be used as a means for males to assess one another’s
RHP. However, male call frequency is not constant; rather, males often
lowered their call frequencies in response to playbacks (Wagner, 1989a).
Furthermore, the extent to which males lowered their own call frequencies
depended on the frequency of the playback stimulus; males gave lowerfrequency calls in response to lower-frequency playback stimuli (Wagner,
1989a). Males also gave lower-frequency calls in response to louder playbacks. Thus frequency is not a static feature in northern cricket frogs. This
ﬁnding called into question the utility of frequency as a signal of RHP in
this species. Nonetheless, males are clearly responsive to variation in opponent call frequency (Wagner, 1989a, 1989b).
To explain the signiﬁcance of frequency alteration in northern cricket
frogs, Wagner (1992) tested three hypotheses. The ﬁrst of these was that frequency alteration was related to honest signaling of size. This could come
about either because male size is better predicted by the lowest frequency
a male is capable of producing than by its baseline call frequency or because
the amount by which males decrease frequency is itself a signal of size. However, this hypothesis was not supported because size actually became less
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predictable when males lowered their dominant frequencies in response to
playbacks, and the magnitude of the frequency decrease was not correlated
with male size.
The second hypothesis was that the frequency decrease was a signal of
some component of RHP unrelated to size (termed “size-independent”
ﬁghting ability). Males of superior physiological condition or that are
more highly motivated may have a greater RHP, and this may be reﬂected
in the extent to which males decreased their call frequency. There was some
evidence supporting this hypothesis. Speciﬁcally, in playback tests in which
the frequency of the playback signal was decreased from 3.5 kHz to 3.3 kHz,
males were more likely to abandon calling than they were in response to a
constant 3.3-kHz call. Thus the decrease in frequency, rather than the absolute call frequency of a competitor, was the most salient stimulus for repelling subject males. Presumably, therefore, the magnitude of frequency
lowering is an important component of RHP assessment. Furthermore,
the magnitude by which subjects lowered their call frequencies in response
to playbacks was predictive of their subsequent aggressive behavior. Specifically, males that either abandoned their calling site or attacked the playback
speaker lowered their call frequency while males that continued calling
throughout showed no change. Males that attacked lowered their frequency
more than males that abandoned (Fig. 4B; Burmeister et al., 2002). So, frequency alteration may indicate a male’s aggressive motivation and intentions
during a contest. Importantly, a male’s absolute size did not determine its
response, and there were no differences in prestimulus call frequency between individuals that ultimately gave different responses to the playback
(Burmeister et al., 2002; Wagner, 1992). Thus the reduction of call frequency appears to be the most important variable predicting a male’s aggressive behavior, and it is independent of male size. However, it has not been
conﬁrmed that males that lowered their frequency the most were actually
the most likely to win in natural contests, and thus the extent to which frequency alteration truly reﬂects male ﬁghting ability is unknown.
The ﬁnal hypothesis was that males lower their frequency to produce a
deceptive signal of size. Small males may beneﬁt by producing lowerfrequency signals because they intimidate competitors that otherwise would
easily win an escalated contest. However, this hypothesis was rejected
because the males that lowered their call frequency the most were also
most likely to attack. This behavior would not be expected of blufﬁng
males because such males would be the least likely to be successful in a ﬁght
and should therefore avoid physical aggression as much as possible.
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Nevertheless, males that retreated from playbacks did lower their call frequencies before doing so (Wagner, 1992). This may have been a “tactical
bluff,” in which individuals attempt to repel opponents by lowering call
frequency but retreat quickly if the opponent persists. However, lowering
call frequency and then retreating is also consistent with assessment of honest
signals, when there is some uncertainty in the assessment of an opponent
(Wagner, 1992).
The role of call frequency in northern cricket frog contests is complex,
and there is evidence for multiple stages of assessment based on different frequency characteristics. Playback tests indicated that absolute call frequency
is important in some circumstances, and the initial frequency of a male is
probably the best indication of its body size. However, body size is apparently not the only component of RHP and assessment of frequency
lowering is also an important factor in contests in this species. It is quite
likely that multiple stages of assessment take place in a contest, and that
multiple components of RHP exist and are signaled in different ways to opponents. In addition, some evidence suggests that frequency alteration is not
a signal of RHP per se but instead is a signal of aggressive intent (Burmeister
et al., 2002). Furthermore, northern cricket frogs also vary many other
components of their calls besides call frequency in aggressive interactions,
a topic that we discuss in Section 2.4.1.
2.3.2 Green Frogs
The green frog, Rana clamitans (Ranidae), has a breeding system very similar
to that of the closely related bullfrog (R. catesbeiana), and males defend
territories with vocalizations and physical aggression. In this species both
individual size and status as a territory holder are important determinants
of success in contests (Wells, 1977a, 1978). One playback study suggested
that males base their aggressive response to an intruder on assessment of
the ratio of its call frequency components (Ramer, Jenssen, & Hurst,
1983). However, Bee and Perrill (1996) found that green frogs, like northern cricket frogs, lowered the frequency of their calls during playbacks
simulating aggressive encounters. Furthermore, males gave lowerfrequency calls to lower-frequency playback stimuli, although the magnitude of this frequency decrease was small (Bee, Perrill, & Owen, 1999).
Males also decreased call frequency in response to louder calls (Owen &
Gordon, 2005).
The phenomenon of frequency alteration in green frogs was examined in
relation to Wagner’s (1992) three hypotheses (Bee & Perrill, 1996; Bee,
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Perrill, & Owen, 2000). The hypothesis that frequency lowering is a signal
of size was rejected because there was no correlation between size and the
magnitude of the frequency decrease and because the correlation between
size and frequency did not improve for calls given in response to playbacks
compared to a prestimulus control period (Bee et al., 2000). There was no
evidence to support the hypothesis that frequency lowering is a signal of
size-independent ﬁghting ability because there was no relationship between the magnitude of the frequency decrease and the likelihood of moving toward or attacking the speaker (Bee et al., 2000). However, propensity
to attack is not necessarily related to likelihood of winning the contest, and
so even a positive relationship in this assay may be better interpreted as a
relationship with motivation rather than size-independent ﬁghting ability
(Bee et al., 2000). A more direct test of this hypothesis, by examining
the relationship between success in contests and the extent to which an individual lowers its call frequency, has not been performed. In addition,
there was no relationship between body condition, a possible measure of
size-independent quality, and the magnitude of frequency lowering (Bee
et al., 2000).
Evidence in favor of the blufﬁng hypothesis was mixed. There was no
relationship between body size and the magnitude of frequency lowering,
so smaller males did not disproportionately lower their call frequencies.
After frequency alteration, call frequency was still a good predictor of
body size. Nonetheless, Bee et al. (2000) point out that if receivers, which
normally are more likely to retreat from low-frequency calls, do not update
their criteria for evaluating frequency in aggressive situations, they may still
be more likely to ﬂee from small opponents that lowered their call frequency than if the opponent’s call frequency remained static. Indeed, small
males lowered their call frequency much more to a playback simulating a
large opponent than to a playback simulating a small one. Large males
showed no such differential response. Frequency alteration may also be a
by-product, constrained by the mechanics of call production, of the
increased note duration typical of aggressive calls in this species (Bee &
Perrill, 1996). While plausible in green frogs, this would not be a general
explanation for frequency decreases in species in which the temporal characteristics remain largely unchanged. Bee et al. (2000) discuss several other
alternative hypotheses for the cause of frequency decreases in green
frogs, and the main conclusion is that there is no strong evidence for a
blufﬁng function of frequency lowering relative to many other possible
explanations.
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2.3.3 Other Cases of Frequency Alteration
As discussed earlier (Section 2.2.4), male bullfrogs lowered call frequency in
response to aggressive challenges and thus produce a deceptive or at least
potentially less-informative signal of body size during aggressive interactions
(Bee & Bowling, 2002). The magnitude of the frequency decrease in this
species was small, although receivers are capable of perceiving small
frequency differences (Section 3.4.1). In carpenter frogs, Rana virgatipes
(Ranidae), males decreased the “secondary” (usually dominant) frequency
peak of advertisement calls following playbacks of advertisement and aggressive calls (Given, 1999). In addition, male aggressive calls tend to contain
more energy in the primary (lower) frequency peak. The functional significance of frequency lowering was not tested in this species. In the strawberry
poison frog, Oophaga pumilio (Dendrobatidae), males lowered the dominant
frequency of their calls during aggressive interactions (Meuche, Linsenmair,
& Pr€
ohl, 2012). The magnitude of frequency change was signiﬁcantly correlated with body condition. However, it is unknown whether males in better
condition have a greater ﬁghting ability in this species. Male painted reed
frogs, Hyperolius marmoratus (Hyperoliidae), gave lower-frequency calls in
response to louder playbacks of advertisement calls (Grafe, 1995). In
American toads, Anaxyrus americanus (Bufonidae), males lowered dominant
frequency during vocal interactions with other males (Howard & Young,
1998). Interestingly, the correlation between dominant frequency and
body size increased for interacting males compared to isolated males. However, the function of frequency alteration in American toads is more likely
related to mate attraction than aggression (Howard & Young, 1998).
In the eastern gray treefrog, H. versicolor, and in Cope’s gray treefrog,
Hyla chrysoscelis (Hylidae), males actively lower the frequencies of their
aggressive calls during contests (Reichert & Gerhardt, 2013a, 2014; Reichert, 2013b). In eastern gray treefrogs, the magnitude of the frequency
decrease is related to the level of escalation in contests. For staged interactions that escalated to physical ﬁghts, the aggressive-call frequencies of the
two opponents decreased signiﬁcantly as the interaction escalated (Reichert
& Gerhardt, 2013a). A similar, but nonsigniﬁcant trend was observed for interactions that escalated to exchanges of aggressive calls. Winners also tended
to decrease their call frequencies more than losers. Reichert and Gerhardt
(2013a) concluded that aggressive call frequency was a graded signal associated with the level of escalation of contests (Section 2.4), and, because of its
relationship with contest success, potentially important for RHP assessment.
The assessment is probably not of an opponent’s size because the magnitude
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of the frequency decrease was not correlated with body size (Reichert,
2013b) and because body size was a poor predictor of ﬁghting ability
(Reichert & Gerhardt, 2011). The latter ﬁnding also likely rules out the hypothesis that frequency lowering is a deceptive signal of size in this species.
The frequency decrease could be a size-independent signal of ﬁghting ability. Larger frequency decreases may be more energetically costly (although
this has not yet been investigated), or the magnitude of the frequency
decrease may somehow reﬂect aggressive motivation. In playback tests,
aggressive calls with a lower frequency were not more effective at driving
away test subjects, although these tests presented stimuli with a static call frequency (Reichert, 2014). The role of aggressive-call frequency in H. versicolor contests thus remains somewhat uncertain.

2.4 Assessment of Graded Aggressive Signals
Many studies of anuran contest behavior have noted that males give signals
with characteristics that vary with the apparent level of escalation or aggressiveness of the contest (Grafe, 1995; Schwartz, 1989; Wells, 1989). Theoretically, these graded aggressive signals present a challenge because it may not
be favorable for an individual to reveal the likelihood of its subsequent
aggressive behavior and because the system is open to blufﬁng by dishonest
signalers (Hauser & Nelson, 1991; Maynard Smith, 1982a, 1994). Nonetheless, many anuran species produce aggressive signals that are highly variable
not only in frequency characteristics (Section 2.3), but also in temporal characteristics, such as pulse rate and call duration, and these call characteristics
seem to correlate with some measure of the escalation of maleemale interactions (Wells, 1988). Two different types of graded aggressive signals have
been described in the literature. First, some species alter characteristics of
their advertisement calls with changes in context from mate attraction to
aggressive competition, and there is thus no discrete aggressive call (eg,
northern cricket frogs; Section 2.4.1). Second, other species have qualitatively different advertisement and aggressive calls, but there is gradation
within the aggressive call (eg, hourglass treefrogs; Section 2.4.2).
Wagner (1989b) proposed four questions that should be addressed when
studying the signiﬁcance of graded aggressive signals. Unfortunately, most of
these questions have not been answered in most studies of graded aggressive
signaling in anurans: (1) What is the context in which graded signals vary?
Graded aggressive signals are generally deﬁned as such because their characteristics vary with intermale distance or nearest neighbor call amplitude
(Wells, 1988). However, these variables are not always clearly linked to
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aggressive escalation and may instead be a function of chorus density or
competition to attract females. (2) Is variation in graded signals correlated
with subsequent signaler behavior? In many cases, graded signals are
described as signaling a male’s aggressiveness but it is unclear what this
means. It is theoretically contentious that animals should signal their aggressiveness in the ﬁrst place (Hurd, 2006). Few studies have examined whether
variation in an individual’s graded aggressive signals correlates with its subsequent aggressive escalation such as initiating a physical attack. (3) Does
graded signal variation affect receiver behavior? Studies of graded aggressive
signals involving playbacks often show that males respond with more
“aggressive” signals to playbacks of signals that have been deﬁned to be
more aggressive, showing that they are responsive to the variation in call
characteristics. However, in terms of the aggressiveness of the response,
this is a somewhat circular argument that does not address the question of
what the signal actually means in an aggressive context. An appropriate
test of this question would be to examine whether males are more likely
to attack or retreat from playbacks varying in aggressive signal characteristics.
(4) Does variation in the signal correlate with ﬁghting ability? Implicit in
many descriptions of graded aggressive signals is that males assess one another
based on the level of aggressiveness in graded aggressive signals, but rarely are
attempts made to match male behavior in contests to models of aggressive
motivation, and the relationship between variation in graded aggressivecall characteristics and contest outcome has received little study.
2.4.1 Northern Cricket Frogs
Dynamic contest behavior in northern cricket frogs, A. crepitans, includes
not only alteration of frequency characteristics (Section 2.3.1), but also of
temporal characteristics. In observations of natural agonistic interactions,
males gave advertisement calls with longer call groups and lower rates of
production of call groups and of calls within call groups; several characteristics of the calls within call groups were also variable (Wagner, 1989c). Many
of these characteristics also varied with nearest neighbor distance and the
sound pressure level (SPL) of the neighbor’s calls in both naturally spaced
males and during playback tests (Wagner, 1989b, 1989c). Thus Wagner
(1989b) argued that males have graded aggressive signals with a suite of temporal call characteristics changing as maleemale competition increases.
Furthermore, males gave more “aggressive” calls in response to playbacks
of low-frequency advertisement calls. This result contrasts with ﬁndings
from several other anuran species, in which males were more likely to
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express aggressive behavior in the form of attacking a playback speaker in
response to high-frequency playbacks (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Although
larger males were more likely to win aggressive interactions, male size did
not correlate with temporal call characteristics (Wagner, 1989b).
Thus there is no evidence that the graded signal conveys information about
male RHP. Furthermore, in playback tests, neither the absolute size of the
subject nor the size of the subject relative to the simulated competitor had an
effect on the temporal characteristics of the subject’s calls (Wagner, 1989b).
Males that responded to playbacks with large changes in their temporal call
characteristics were more likely to attack or abandon the speaker while males
that “tolerated” the playback speaker showed few changes in temporal call
characteristics (Burmeister et al., 2002). Thus temporal signal gradation may
indicate whether a male will tolerate an intruder (but not how it will
respond if it does not tolerate the intruder). Burmeister et al. (2002) argued
that graded changes in temporal characteristics are an “intentional” signal
related to resource value; if these signal exchanges do not resolve the contest,
then individuals escalate and assess each other’s size. However, it is unclear
what determines resource value or whether it is assessed in northern cricket
frogs, and there is no evidence that variation in temporal characteristics is
related to success in such contests.
Burmeister, Wilczynski, and Ryan (1999) used playbacks to explicitly
test the effects of variation in temporal call characteristics on receiver
response. Here, the “aggressiveness” of a male’s response was deﬁned based
on the call characteristics described by Wagner (1989a, 1989b, 1989c) as
being associated with more escalated aggressive interactions. Males
responded with more aggressive calls to playbacks of an “aggressive” stimulus that had characteristics typical of males interacting at close range than
to a supposedly “attractive” stimulus that had characteristics of relatively
undisturbed males. This effect depended on the order of stimulus presentation: when “aggressive” calls were broadcast ﬁrst, males responded more
aggressively to this stimulus than to a subsequent “attractive” call playback.
When the order was reversed, males responded similarly to both stimuli.
Importantly, neither subject size nor temporal parameters of playback stimuli inﬂuenced whether a male attacked the speaker or was repelled by the
stimulus (Burmeister, Konieczka, & Wilczynski, 1999; Burmeister et al.,
2002; Ophir, Burmeister, & Wilczynski, 1997). Instead, the most important determinants of a male’s persistence in a contest were social environmental variables: at higher densities, males were more likely to tolerate
intruders, and males became more likely to attack, and less likely to tolerate
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an intruder or abandon their calling site, as the breeding season progressed
(Burmeister, Konieczka, et al., 1999).
All of these results call into question the standard interpretation of
variation in characteristics of the graded aggressive call as reﬂecting aggressive
motivation or male RHP. Although males appear capable of discriminating at
least some variation in graded aggressive calls, their response is largely limited
to altering their own call characteristics. Variation in graded call characteristics
does not consistently predict a male’s likelihood of attack, and it is unknown
whether it determines the subsequent winner of the contest. Interestingly,
female northern cricket frogs actually prefer calls with temporal characteristics
typical of those of interacting males (ie, those classiﬁed as more “aggressive”;
Kime, Burmeister, & Ryan, 2004). Thus graded changes in temporal call
characteristics may be more important for female attraction than agonistic
competition in this species. These two functions are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Indeed, males of many species change their advertisement calls in a
graded fashion with changes in male density (Wells & Schwartz, 1984a; Wells
& Taigen, 1986). These changes are often interpreted as improving a male’s
attractiveness to females but such changes also occur in contexts (eg, closerange maleemale interactions) in which aggressive escalation is most likely
to occur. It may not always be possible to cleanly separate the potentially
different roles of graded call characteristics in aggression versus mate attraction, but from the point of view of studies of aggression, it will be important
to conﬁrm that graded changes in call characteristics are indeed a relevant
component of assessment or a determinant of contest success before an
aggressive function can be assigned to them.
2.4.2 Hourglass Treefrogs and Small-Headed Treefrogs
Graded aggressive calling has been studied in several Neotropical treefrogs
in the genus Dendropsophus (Hylidae). The aggressive calls of these species
differ from those of northern cricket frogs in two respects. First, the aggressive call is distinctly different from the advertisement call. All gradation takes
place within the aggressive call itself (Reichert, 2013a; Schwartz & Wells,
1984a, 1984b, 1985; Wells & Schwartz, 1984b). Second, the most escalated
aggressive calls are the least attractive to females (Schwartz, 1987; Wells &
Bard, 1987).
The hourglass treefrog, Dendropsophus ebraccatus, has received the most
study. Male aggressive calls have a higher pulse rate than advertisement calls
(Wells & Schwartz, 1984b). As intermale distance decreases or playback
intensity increases, males increase the duration of the main call note, and
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decrease the mean pulse rate and the number of click-note appendages,
among other changes (Fig. 5; Reichert, 2011b; Wells & Schwartz, 1984b).
Furthermore, males are responsive to variation in temporal call characteristics.
Males gave more aggressive calls and calls with longer introductory notes in
response to playbacks of longer aggressive calls (Wells, 1989). Males were also
sensitive to the presence of multiple competitors and, similar to northern
cricket frogs (Burmeister, Wilczynski, et al., 1999), playback order inﬂuenced
the characteristics of the males’ aggressive-call response (Reichert, 2011b).
Females preferred aggressive calls with more click notes, which are
typical of interactions between more distant males, over those with fewer
click notes, which are typical of more close-range interactions (Wells &
Bard, 1987). Thus the gradation in male call characteristics was described
as a mechanism by which males trade off the attractiveness of their calls
with the need to repel rivals. This is plausible from the point of view of

Figure 5 Graded aggressive calling in hourglass treefrogs. All plots are waveform displays of calls from a recording session with a single male in Gamboa, Panama in 2008
(M. S. Reichert, unpublished data). (A) Advertisement call, consisting of a pulsed introductory note, followed after a pause by a single click note. (BeD) Aggressive calls,
showing typical gradation (increased introductory note duration and decreased clicknote production). The arrangement of calls from top to bottom illustrates the usual direction of change in males’ calls in response to playbacks of longer or louder aggressive
calls; hence, the call in (D) would be considered the most “aggressive” (but see text).
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mate attraction, but the role of the graded aggressive call in agonistic interactions remains unclear. No data are available on the relationship between
graded call characteristics and the likelihood of escalation or success in contests in hourglass treefrogs. In the small-headed treefrog, Dendropsophus
microcephalus, Schwartz (1994) found that subjects responded to playbacks
that matched the duration of their own aggressive calls with more and longer
aggressive calls. However, as discussed earlier, this only shows that males are
vocally responsive to variation in aggressive-call duration and does not
address the question of whether this variation is involved in assessment during aggressive interactions. In hourglass treefrogs, large numbers of aggressive calls are given throughout the night, and this behavior is often not
obviously related to agonistic competition (Reichert, 2010). Instead,
many instances of aggressive calling appear to be important in competitive
call timing interactions to attract females (Reichert, 2011a, 2012). This
does not rule out a function of aggressive calls in actual contests and does
not provide an obvious explanation for the gradation in aggressive calls.
Nonetheless, these data illustrate that the aggressive function of graded signal
variation must be explicitly tested rather than assumed because there are
many potential alternative explanations. For instance, Bond (1989) argued
that the gradation seen in many aggressive displays is unrelated to communication and instead is caused by a process of behavioral efference, in which
positive feedback from aggressive behaviors results in increasingly intense
signal expression. This interesting alternative has been discussed, but never
experimentally veriﬁed, in relation to graded aggressive calling in anurans
(Reichert & Gerhardt, 2013a; Schwartz, 2001).
2.4.3 Other Cases of Graded Signal Assessment
Painted reed frogs, H. marmoratus, have advertisement calls that grade
smoothly into aggressive calls that tend to be longer and contain more
discrete pulses (Grafe, 1995). In response to louder playbacks, males gave
more aggressive calls, and these calls had a longer duration, more pulses,
and a lower dominant frequency than aggressive calls given to quieter playbacks (Fig. 6). Playbacks of aggressive calls were more effective at eliciting
these responses than playbacks of advertisement calls. However, the change
in dominant frequency was not related to body size, and no evidence was
given that males with certain aggressive-call characteristics were more likely
to escalate further or to win contests. Similar results were found in spring
peepers, Pseudacris crucifer (Hylidae) (Schwartz, 1989). This species has an
aggressive call that is distinguished from advertisement calls by having pulses.
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Figure 6 Graded aggressive calling in painted reed frogs. Mean  SE aggressive-call
characteristics during a control period with no playback (NP), and in response to playbacks of advertisement calls at four different sound pressure levels (SPL). (A) Percentage of calls that were aggressive calls, (B) Number of pulses per call, (C) Duration of
call, (D) Call dominant frequency. Redrawn from data in Fig. 6 of Grafe, T. U. (1995).
Graded aggressive calls in the African painted reed frog Hyperolius marmoratus (Hyperoliidae). Ethology, 101(1), 67e81.

Males gave more and longer aggressive calls in response to louder playbacks
of both advertisement and aggressive calls than to quieter playbacks, and in
response to longer-duration aggressive call stimuli, relative to shorter calls.
Thus they are responsive to at least some variation in the graded signal.
Schwartz (1989) argued, based on an analysis of trade-offs between calling
rates and call duration, that the increase in aggressive-call duration was energetically costly and thus a potential signal of male endurance in aggressive
competition, but this has not yet been tested experimentally. In green frogs,
R. clamitans, males responded to louder playbacks both by increasing the
number of movements toward the speaker and by giving lower-frequency
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and shorter-duration calls (Owen & Gordon, 2005). The advertisement
(Type I) calls of this species appear to grade smoothly into the aggressive
(Type III) call. Whether males are responsive to this gradation has not yet
been investigated.

2.5 Nonacoustic Rival Assessment
Anuran social interactions are considered to be largely mediated by acoustic
communication, and most studies have focused on their acoustic interactions. Nonetheless, an increasing number of studies are demonstrating that
nonacoustic signals and cues are signiﬁcant components of anuran social
behavior (Starnberger, Preininger, & H€
odl, 2014). This corresponds with
a general trend toward studies of complex and multimodal signals in animals
(Hebets & Papaj, 2005; Higham & Hebets, 2013; Partan & Marler, 1999).
While a great deal of studies have described some form of nonacoustic
signaling in anuran aggressive interactions, most of these are descriptive
and few have examined in detail how these signals might be involved in
assessment during contests.
Visual signaling is very important in diurnal anurans and even plays a role
in many nocturnal species (H€
odl & Amézquita, 2001). Many of the early
studies of anuran aggressive behavior used both playbacks of acoustic signals
and the presentation of physical model frogs (Emlen, 1968; Given, 1993;
Wells, 1978; Wiewandt, 1969). Males often responded by attacking the
models and, in bullfrogs, there is evidence that the posture of an intruder
is important. Even in the absence of sound playback, males attacked models
displaying a “high” posture that is often associated with aggressive interactions and territory ownership while the model in a “low” posture with
most of its body under the water was largely ignored (Emlen, 1968). Emlen
(1968) and Ryan (1980) noted that the bright yellow gular area is exposed by
males in the high posture, although it is unknown if this coloration is a signal
involved in rival assessment. Yellow throat coloration has also been suggested as an aggressive signal in some female dendrobatids, which adopt
an upright posture and slowly pulsate their throats at territorial intruders
(Durant & Dole, 1975; Sexton, 1960; Test, 1954; Wells, 1980). In strawberry poison frogs, O. pumilio, males maintain ﬁxed territories and both
acoustic and visual cues are involved in aggressive interactions with intruders
(Bunnell, 1973). Males are particularly responsive to the brightness of
opponents. In choice tests in which males were given the opportunity to
interact with opponents differing in brightness, subjects were more likely
to approach brighter opponents, and brighter subjects were generally faster
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to initiate approaches and calling (Crothers, Gering, & Cummings, 2011). In
staged contests in a neutral arena, in which the effects of territorial residency
were removed, brightness was a signiﬁcant predictor of a male’s likelihood of
initiating an aggressive interaction, and was a better predictor of this
behavior than body size measures (Crothers & Cummings, 2015). This study
also found evidence that contests between males that were more symmetrical in brightness were more escalated. The authors argued that brightness is
used as a signal of aggressive intent in this species and that brighter males may
be superior competitors (Crothers & Cummings, 2015). However, no data
were presented on whether brighter males were actually more likely to win
contests. While brightness is clearly an important variable in aggressive interactions in this species, it cannot be assumed that the increased aggressiveness
of brighter males actually confers increased success in contests.
In the red-eyed treefrog, Agalychnis callidryas (Hylidae), contests between
males involve acoustic and visual signals, as well as a distinctive tremulation
behavior, in which males shake the branch on which they are perched
(Caldwell, Johnston, McDaniel, & Warkentin, 2010). In staged contests,
winners produced more and longer tremulations than losers. The vibrational
component of the signal appears to be sufﬁcient to elicit aggressive behavior,
as males responded to tremulation displays even when they were not facing
their opponent. In a playback experiment using a robotic frog to simulate
visual and vibrational signals, males responded to playbacks including a tremulation display but not to a static model that provided only visual cues
(Caldwell et al., 2010). Whether males assess variation in characteristics of
the tremulation display was not tested. Anurans are likely to be generally
sensitive to vibrations (Narins, 1990), and the use of vibrational signaling
in agonistic interactions has received little attention but may be common.
A related form of signaling involves the production of water surface waves.
In two species of ﬁre-bellied toad, Bombina bombina and Bombina variegata
(Bombinatoridae), males ﬂoat at the surface of the water and use their
hind legs to produce surface waves that appear to demarcate territorial
boundaries (Seidel, 1999; Walkowiak & M€
unz, 1985). Whether this is actually an agonistic signal is unknown. In both green frogs and bullfrogs, males
make conspicuous splashes in the water while approaching an intruder during aggressive interactions (Wells, 1978; Wiewandt, 1969). It is conceivable
that these displays are involved in contest assessment, and presumably larger
or more energetic males could produce more intimidating splashes.
Finally, tactile cues are very likely to be important during interactions
that escalate to physical ﬁghting. If and how males perceive these cues has
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received very little attention in anurans. Davies and Halliday (1978) noted in
their playback study of common toads that males attacked large defenders
less than small defenders, even when the large defender was paired with a
high-frequency call (see Fig. 1). They suggested that this was possibly
because males also assessed tactile cues from the kicks of large defenders.
Assessment should continue to take place during physical combat (Enquist
& Leimar, 1983; Payne, 1998) and should be mediated in part by tactile
cues of opponent RHP, but how this functions in anurans is unknown.

2.6 Summary of Rival Assessment
The use of call frequency as a means to assess body size in anuran contests is
literally a textbook example (Alcock, 2013; Davies, Krebs, & West, 2012) of
rival assessment in animal contests and is supported by convincing evidence
from several species. However, there are at least as many studies of other species in which this process cannot fully explain the species’ behavior. In some
cases, body size may not be the strongest determinant of RHP. In others,
body size may be a major component of RHP, but rivals’ call frequencies
are not assessed. Still other species may use entirely different forms of mutual
rival assessment, and the possibility of self-assessment has barely been investigated in anurans. There are presently too few species studied to make broad
generalizations to explain this diversity in assessment strategies.
An important complication in acoustically mediated rival assessment is
that there is often large within-individual variation in aggressive-call characteristics. Frequency alteration and graded aggressive calling are related behaviors that have both been described in a large number of species. These
forms of vocal plasticity differ in the hypotheses originally proposed to
explain their function: frequency alteration initially attracted widespread
attention because of the possibility that male anurans lower call frequency
as a bluff of body size while graded aggressive calling was thought to be
related to the level of motivation or escalation of contests. Nonetheless, to
date there is little convincing evidence that frequency alteration is a deceptive signal of body size in anurans, and this behavior has been documented
even in species like eastern gray treefrogs for which size is not a major
component of RHP. Several studies are more supportive of the hypothesis
that frequency alteration is related to size-independent components of
RHP, although it is unknown what those components are. Likewise, the
hypothesis that graded aggressive calling is a signal of aggressive motivation
has rarely been tested directly, and much of the evidence relies on evoked
vocal responses to playbacks of graded signals. The studies of northern
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cricket frogs are an exception because they linked variation in graded signal
characteristics to variation in behaviors that are clearly aggressive: attacking
or retreating from a simulated opponent. Even in northern cricket frogs,
however, graded signaling may be more important for female attraction
than rival assessment, a possibility that generally has not been addressed in
other species.
The ﬁnding that many species use nonacoustic or multimodal aggressive
signals further emphasizes the potential diversity of forms of rival assessment
in anuran contests and invites further study into how such diversity arose. In
the next section, we turn to another form of assessment in anuran contests
based on learning to recognize a rival’s identity.

3. RIVAL RECOGNITION
3.1 History and Context
A common form of social recognition among contest rivals is reﬂected
in the dear enemy effect (Fisher, 1954), in which territorial individuals show
less aggression toward familiar territorial neighbors than toward strangers.
This behavior is hypothesized to function in minimizing the costs of
repeated aggressive interactions with established neighbors (Falls, 1982;
Jaeger, 1981; Temeles, 1994; Wilson, 1975). The dear enemy effect has
been documented extensively in territorial male songbirds, which respond
more aggressively to playbacks of the songs of unfamiliar males compared
with those of their adjacent territorial neighbors (reviews in Falls, 1982;
Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1995; Stoddard, 1996). Like male songbirds, the
males of many anurans defend long-term breeding or multipurpose territories, regularly produce conspicuous vocalizations, and respond aggressively
to conspeciﬁc males intruding in their territories. Thus vocally mediated
neighbor recognition could be widespread in anurans, but as we will discuss,
studies of the behavior in this group are few in number, taxonomically
restricted, and plagued by methodological problems.
3.1.1 Relative Threat Versus Familiarity
Most efforts to explain the dear enemy effect rely on the assumption that
strangers pose a greater relative threat than neighbors to continued territory
ownership. The reasoning is that unlike a stable neighbor, which already
possesses a territory of its own, a stranger could be a nonterritorial ﬂoater
that is more likely to attempt a territory takeover or insert itself between
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existing territories (Falls, 1982; Getty, 1987). Based on this reasoning, it is
easy to understand why territory holders might behaviorally discriminate between two classes of individuals (neighbors and strangers) that pose different
levels of threat to territory ownership. Placing the dear enemy effect in the
framework of the Prisoner’s Dilemma (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981) and
assuming that neighbors and strangers differ in their relative threat, Getty
(1987) showed that cooperating with one’s neighbors (ie, respecting a
mutual territorial boundary) can be evolutionarily stable given enough
repeated interactions between the same neighbors.
In contrast to explanations based on differences in relative threat,
Ydenberg, Giraldeau, and Falls (1988, 1989) argued that the asymmetric
war-of-attrition model (Parker & Rubenstein, 1981; Parker, 1984) explains
the dear enemy effect. This mutual-assessment model (Section 2.1) is based
on repeated interactions between the same individuals, in which individuals
adopt roles (likely winner or loser) and place “investment bids” on their
persistence in a contest. Since strangers know little about their opponents,
they are more likely to make role mistakes and have more escalated contests.
In contrast, established neighbors are less likely to make role mistakes
because they know their opponents well from previous contests, and therefore show less aggression. Ydenberg et al.’s (1988) war-of-attrition model
has been criticized (Getty, 1989) for having limiting assumptions that
make it an inappropriate framework for understanding the dear enemy
effect. Getty (1989), in turn, proposed an alternate hypothesis also based
on familiarity, but with less-restrictive assumptions, in which contestants
“ﬁght to learn” about opponents. Strangers ﬁght to learn if there is anything
to be gained from further escalation, and neighbors show little aggression
toward familiar neighbors because they have little left to learn.
Temeles (1994) grouped these models into two general hypotheses: the
relative threat hypothesis and the familiarity hypothesis. He suggested that
the relative threat hypothesis should hold for species that defend breeding
territories or multipurpose territories that contained breeding resources.
He reasoned that with these types of territories, neighbors may compete
against each other for access to mates, but strangers threaten to overtake
the territory and with it the breeding resources and potential future mates.
In contrast, in species that defend only feeding territories lacking breeding
resources, the threat posed by neighbors and strangersdstealing food from
the territorydshould be the same. The familiarity hypothesis predicts that
the dear enemy effect should be present in any territorial system in which
rival neighbors can potentially become familiar with each other regardless
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of territory type. Consistent with the relative threat hypothesis, the dear
enemy effect tends to be more often documented in species that defend
multipurpose/breeding territories than in species that defend feeding territories (Temeles, 1994). The data supporting the relative threat hypothesis
over the familiarity hypothesis come primarily from birds. No study has
tested the predictions of these two hypotheses in anurans.
3.1.2 Components of Recognition Systems
Recognition is an internal process on the part of an animal receiving a signal; it
occurs when a receiver’s perception of a signal matches some internal representation or template coded by the nervous system (Bee, 2006). Evidence
for recognition comes from behavioral discrimination among signals representing different social categories, such as neighbor versus stranger. The absence
of behavioral discrimination among signals cannot rule out the possibility
that a receiver recognizes the signals as belonging to different social categories, but that it also treats the categories as biologically equivalent
(Beecher, 1991; Beecher & Stoddard, 1990; Stoddard, 1996). Because the
behavioral response of a receiver has ﬁtness consequences for both the
signaler and receiver, biologists often study recognition systems that consider
both individuals (Sherman, Reeve, & Pfennig, 1997). A key component
of all social recognition systems is the requirement that signals exhibit greater
variation among the to-be-discriminated social categories than within those
categories. In the context of neighbor recognition, the relevant variation occurs at the level of individuals, as we would not generally expect the categories of neighbor and stranger to have distinct, group-speciﬁc signatures.
Thus a requirement for neighbor recognition is that signals are individually
distinctive. Additionally, receivers must be able to perceive differences in
signals associated with different social categories. Any individually distinctive
acoustic property could potentially serve as a cue for vocally mediated
neighbor recognition. However, we might expect receivers to use only a
subset of properties to discriminate among individuals, such as those that
best identify individuals or propagate through the environment with minimal attenuation and degradation or those to which the animals’ sensory
systems are especially sensitive (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001c; Bee, Kozich,
Blackwell, & Gerhardt, 2001). Finally, receivers must acquire the internal
template to which they match their perception of signals. Recognition of
a territorial neighbor is based on an animal’s previous experience with
that neighbor and thus requires learning. Because the dear enemy effect is
deﬁned by relatively lower levels of aggression toward neighbors,
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habituation is commonly suggested as a form of learning that could underlie
this behavior (Brooks & Falls, 1975; Shettleworth, 2009; Wiley & Wiley,
1977). In the remainder of this section, we review studies of anurans that
have investigated rival recognition and the components of rival recognition
systems.

3.2 Neighbor Recognition
There have been relatively few studies of neighbor recognition and the dear
enemy effect in anurans. In addition, the species in which this behavior has
been investigated are taxonomically restricted, coming from only two
genera in each of two families (Ranidae and Dendrobatidae). These studies
demonstrate conclusively that, in some species, dear enemy relationships do
exist between territorial neighbors. However, some of these studies also suffer from methodological shortcomings that complicate interpretations
about acoustically mediated neighbor recognition in territorial anurans
(see Box 2).
3.2.1 North American Bullfrogs
The ﬁrst published study, and still one of the most comprehensive studies, of
neighbor recognition in anurans was conducted by Davis (1987) on bullfrogs
(R. catesbeiana). As described in Section 2.2.4, bullfrogs are prolonged
breeders. Males aggressively defend aquatic areas that function as breeding
territories because females use them as oviposition sites. Males may also
opportunistically feed in their territories (Schwartz, Bee, & Tanner, 2000),
potentially making them multipurpose territories. It is not uncommon for
males of this species to possess the same territory for periods lasting several
weeks during their 2e3 month breeding season. This level of site tenacity
would provide ample time for adjacent territorial neighbors to establish
dear enemy relationships.
Davis (1987) ﬁrst tested the hypothesis that males respond less aggressively to hearing the calls of their nearby territorial neighbor compared
with hearing the calls of a stranger. Territory residents were presented
with both types of calls from a speaker placed near the territory boundary
shared with the neighbor. Males produced more advertisement calls and
more aggressive calls, and approached closer to the playback speaker, in
response to hearing the calls of a stranger compared with hearing the calls
of their neighbor (Fig. 7A). This result, thus, demonstrated that territorial
male bullfrogs can learn to perceptually discriminate between the calls of
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Box 2 Best Practices in Studies of Rival Recognition
Future discoveries about the function, evolution, and mechanisms of rival recognition in anurans will be made by adhering to several best practices that easily
avoid methodological issues that make interpretation of results difﬁcult.
1. Know the animal’s natural history. Anurans exhibit remarkable diversity in
their social and reproductive behaviors (Wells, 1977b, 2007). Some species
defend ﬁxed, resource-based territories for long periods of time, others
defend calling sites in leks, while still others defend no territory or calling
site, and may instead defend females directly. In the context of rival recognition, it is imperative that researchers know what is being defended. Such
knowledge is not only key to interpreting results in light of theoretical and
conceptual treatments of rival recognition (Temeles, 1994), it is also essential
for drawing inferences from broad-scale comparative studies across species.
2. Measure aggressive behaviors. In studies of the dear enemy effect, the key
behavioral difference of interest is whether or not subjects respond less
aggressively toward neighbors compared with strangers. It is, therefore,
absolutely imperative to choose response variables that reﬂect aggression.
This is straightforward when the study species produces either acoustically
distinct or graded aggressive calls that are used in territorial interactions
(Bourne et al., 2001; Davis, 1987). Most territorial male anurans also exhibit
positive phonotaxis toward calling males perceived as intruding into their
territories, sometimes using characteristic displays (Bee, 2003a; Davis,
1987). Reliance exclusively on the so-called “evoked vocal response,” in
which male anurans simply increase their vocal output by producing more
calls (Feng, Arch, et al., 2009) or longer calls (Lesbarr
eres & Lodé, 2002), is
problematic if research with the study species has not already conﬁrmed
that such measures are indicators of aggression. Male frogs often increase
their vocal output in the context of vocal competition for mates (Reichert
& Gerhardt, 2012), and this behavior may have little to do with overt
aggression.
3. Test animals in their natural habitat. Key to understanding rival recognition is the resource that animals defend (Temeles, 1994). This is why ﬁeld
playback experiments are so widely used to study this behavior. They allow
researchers to investigate the aggressive behaviors animals exhibit in defense of resources while they are actually defending those resources. Protocols that involve removing animals from their natural habitat to test them in
neutral arenas (Feng, Arch, et al., 2009) are best avoided, at least at the initial
stages of empirical investigation of a particular species.
4. Use territorial neighbors as stimulus donors. Compared with the literature on songbirds, some studies of neighborestranger discrimination in anurans have used much looser criteria for determining which animals are
neighbors. Davis (1987) and Bee (2003a), in keeping with the previous songbird literature, regarded neighbors to be those individuals that shared a
(Continued)
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Box 2 Best Practices in Studies of Rival Recognition (cont'd)

5.

territorial boundary with the subject. In contrast and departing from this
standard, Lesbarreres and Lodé (2002) treated any frog calling in the same
pond as familiar, and Feng, Arch, et al. (2009) considered any two frogs calling within the same 400 m2 area to be familiar. Some playback studies have
failed to report any details about the males that served as neighbor stimulus
donors (Bourne et al., 2001). Such loose (or absent) deﬁnitions of what constitutes a neighbor are problematic. If the goal of a playback test is to determine whether territory residents exhibit relatively lower levels of aggression
toward neighbors compared with strangers, then negative results are especially difﬁcult to interpret using any stimulus donor other than an immediately adjacent territorial neighbor. Determining neighbor status could
require playbacks or markerecapture methods to map territories prior to experiments aimed at testing neighborestranger discrimination.
Replicate stimuli. Collectively, studies of rival recognition in anurans have
ignored the intense debate concerning important issues of experimental
design, pseudoreplication, and external validity that erupted a quarter century ago in the songbird literature (Catchpole, 1989; Kroodsma, 1989a,
1989b, 1990; Kroodsma, Byers, Goodale, Johnson, & Liu, 2001; McGregor
et al., 1992; Searcy, 1989). This debate highlighted that problems of interpretation can arise when researchers (1) use a single exemplar to represent an
entire class of stimuli (eg, using a single stranger to represent all strangers),
(2) replicate the experiment by presenting this single exemplar to a number
of subjects, and then (3) conclude that observed differences are due to the
class of stimuli presented. A more appropriate experiment with greater
external validity would replicate stimulus exemplars within a particular
class and present each subject with a different exemplar. Sadly, studies of
neighborestranger discrimination in anurans have either used only one or
a few stimulus exemplars to represent the classes of “neighbor” versus
“stranger” (Bee, 2003a; Feng, Arch, et al., 2009; Lesbarr
eres & Lodé,
2002) or failed to describe their methods in sufﬁcient detail to determine
whether multiple class exemplars were used (Bourne et al., 2001; Davis,
1987). The use of one or only a few stimulus exemplars to represent the classes of “neighbor” versus “stranger” is problematic because it increases the
probability that factors unrelated to identity could have a disproportionate
effect on the outcome of the experiment. For example, as described in Section 2, male anurans often respond more (or less) aggressively to stimuli
depending on acoustic properties potentially unrelated to identity, such as
those indicating RHP or motivational state. If calls recorded from only one
or a few males are used as exemplars of the stranger class, and these calls
are, by chance, particularly effective (or ineffective) at evoking aggression,
using only a small number of exemplars could increase (or decrease) the
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Box 2 Best Practices in Studies of Rival Recognition (cont'd)

6.

overall aggression given in response to strangers. This example highlights
one way that putative treatment effects could be biased due to factors unrelated to a focal male’s familiarity with the signaler, thereby producing
misleading results that appear consistent (or inconsistent) with the dear enemy effect. Future studies should properly replicate stimuli representing the
classes of neighbors and strangers. Post hoc acoustic analyses comparing
neighbor and stranger stimuli should also be conducted to rule out the possibility that these two classes of stimuli differed systematically in some
acoustic property potentially related to the signaler’s RHP or motivation.
Control for temperature effects. Because they are ectotherms, anuran
vocalizations vary predictably with temperature (Gerhardt & Huber, 2002).
Therefore temperature effects must also be accounted for when choosing
stimuli for acoustic playbacks to rule out the possibility that individual differences in temperature (instead of individual voice differences) elicit differences in behavioral responses (see Box 3 for additional information).

different individuals and that they behaviorally discriminate between the calls
of neighbors and strangers in ways predicted by the dear enemy effect.
In a second experiment, Davis (1987) tested the hypothesis that reduced
levels of aggression toward familiar neighbors depend upon the location in

Figure 7 Acoustically mediated neighbor recognition in territorial male bullfrogs. Mean
number of aggressive calls and distance moved toward a speaker. (A) When calls were
broadcast from the direction of a neighbor’s territory, males were more aggressive in
response to the calls of a stranger than those of a neighbor. (B) Males were more
aggressive in response to a neighbor’s calls played from a novel location compared
with the same calls played from the direction of the neighbor’s territory. Drawn from
data presented in Davis, M. S. (1987). Acoustically mediated neighbor recognition in the
North American bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, 21(3),
185e190.
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which the neighbor is encountered. Territory residents were presented with
the calls of their neighbor from two different locations, the “normal” location corresponding to the neighbor’s usual position and a “new” location
corresponding to the opposite side of the subject’s territory. Subjects
responded more aggressively to hearing a familiar sound from the new location compared to when the familiar sound was presented from its normal
location (Fig. 7B).
Davis’ (1987) results are important because they demonstrated for the
ﬁrst time that a territorial frog could learn both to perceptually discriminate
between familiar and unfamiliar calls based on individual differences in their
acoustic properties, and to associate calls having familiar acoustic properties
with speciﬁc spatial locations. In many ways, the pattern of results reported
by Davis (1987) paralleled earlier results reported for many songbird species
(reviewed in Falls, 1982; Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1995; Stoddard, 1996),
suggesting some degree of convergence in rival recognition in these two
distantly related groups of animals. This groundbreaking work on bullfrogs
would later form the foundation for research investigating the components
of rival recognition systems in this species. But for nearly 15 years,
Davis’ (1987) work would stand as the only demonstration of rival recognition in anurans.
3.2.2 Golden Rocket Frogs
The second demonstration of the dear enemy effect in anurans was a study
by Bourne, Collins, Holder, and McCarthy (2001) of golden rocket frogs,
Anomaloglossus beebei (Dendrobatidae). Restricted to a small geographic
range in Guyana, this species breeds exclusively in the water-ﬁlled phytotelmata of large terrestrial bromeliads. Males defend territories in these bromeliads, from which they advertise to, and court females as potential mates.
Oviposition occurs in the phytotelmata in the male’s territory, and males
care for the embryos and tadpoles developing in their territories (Bourne
et al., 2001; Pettitt, 2012). Thus the territories males defend contain
breeding resources. Males can defend the same territory for long periods
of time lasting, in some cases, up to several years ( J. Tumulty and
M. A. Bee, unpublished data). Males produce a distinct aggressive call that
is given during territorial interactions with other males (Pettitt, 2012).
In a comprehensive study of the social and reproductive behaviors of
golden rocket frogs, Bourne et al. (2001) reported that males of this species
exhibit the dear enemy effect and discriminate between the advertisement
calls of a stranger and their nearby territorial neighbor. Using an experimental
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design modeled after a two-alternative choice test, Bourne et al. (2001) found
that males were more likely to produce aggressive calls and approach the
speaker broadcasting a stranger’s call than one broadcasting a neighbor’s
call. Unfortunately, however, Bourne et al. (2001) provided few details about
their methodology and did not present quantitative results, so it is difﬁcult to
interpret their ﬁndings and compare them with other studies. More recent
work has conﬁrmed the results of Bourne et al. (2001), showing that territorial males have lower thresholds for responding aggressively to the calls of
strangers compared with neighbors ( J. Tumulty and M. A. Bee, unpublished
data).
3.2.3 Agile Frogs
Agile frogs, Rana dalmatina (Ranidae), are pond-breeding anurans that are
found throughout much of southern Europe and that have a relatively short
breeding season in early spring (Lodé & Lesbarreres, 2004; Schneider,
Soﬁanidou, & Kyriakopoulou-Sklavounou, 1988). There so far appears to
be little evidence from behavioral observations to indicate that male agile
frogs defend breeding or multipurpose territories. Males produce long, pulsatile advertisement calls (Schneider et al., 1988), but distinct aggressive calls
have apparently not been described for this species, nor has the advertisement call been described as grading into an aggressive signal. Nevertheless,
Lesbarreres and Lodé (2002) tested the dear enemy effect in this species by
comparing the evoked vocal responses of males to playbacks of “familiar”
and “unfamiliar” calls. The authors report that males gave longer calls,
with more pulses, in response to unfamiliar calls suggesting to Lesbarreres
and Lodé (2002) that males discriminated between familiar and unfamiliar
males. However, this study suffers from some critical methodological limitations (see Box 2). The most signiﬁcant of these is that the authors use a
less-restrictive deﬁnition of “familiar” than that used in nearly all other
studies of neighborestranger discrimination. In most studies, researchers
broadcast the calls recorded from the nearest territorial neighbor as the
familiar or neighbor stimulus. In stark contrast, Lesbarreres and Lodé
(2002) deﬁned familiar calls as those recorded from frogs inhabiting the
same pond. These ponds varied in size from 45 to 212 m2 and contained between 4 and 17 males. The authors did not report how widely spaced the
males were, but given the size of the ponds and number of calling males,
it is not evident that frogs that happened to be in the same pond would
necessarily be familiar with each other. Moreover, there is currently little evidence for territoriality in this species nor is there evidence that longer calls
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signal some aspect of aggression in this species. In light of these concerns, the
results of Lesbarreres and Lodé (2002) are problematic and difﬁcult to interpret in the context of rival recognition.
3.2.4 Strawberry Poison Frogs
The strawberry poison frog, O. pumilio, is a small, diurnal, and aposematically colored dendrobatid that is a common inhabitant of rain forests in
the southern half of Central America. Similar to bullfrogs and in contrast
to golden rocket frogs and agile frogs, the ecology and the social and reproductive behaviors of this species have been studied for many years (Brust,
1993; Bunnell, 1973; Crothers & Cummings, 2015; Donnelly, 1989a,
1989b; Haase & Pr€
ohl, 2002; McVey, Zahary, Perry, & MacDougal,
1981; Pr€
ohl, 1997a, 1997b, 2002, 2003; Pr€
ohl & Berke, 2001; Pr€
ohl &
H€
odl, 1999; Stynoski, 2009; Stynoski & Noble, 2011). Males of this species
have been reported to establish and defend multipurpose territories that
contain foraging sites, shelter, courtship areas, oviposition sites, and possibly
tadpole-rearing sites. Moreover, males can defend the same territory over
periods lasting several weeks or months to perhaps as long as a few years
(Donnelly, 1989b; Pr€
ohl & Berke, 2001; Pr€
ohl & H€
odl, 1999; Pr€
ohl,
1997b). The advertisement calls that males produce from within their territory are also individually distinctive (Pr€
ohl, 2003; Section 3.3.4). Given the
combination of individually distinct vocalizations and long-term defense of
multipurpose territories, the strawberry poison frog was a prime candidate
for a study of rival recognition in anurans.
In two ﬁeld playback experiments, Bee (2003a) tested the hypothesis that
territorial males of the strawberry poison frog exhibit the dear enemy effect.
In the ﬁrst experiment, the playback speaker was located in the direction of
the nearest neighbor’s territory, midway between the central positions from
which the subject and neighbor were usually observed calling. Playbacks of
the calls of the neighbor and a stranger both elicited strong responses from
subjects in terms of evoked calling, movements, and approaches toward
the speaker. However, there was no evidence of a discriminative behavioral
response to the calls of neighbors versus strangers: subjects responded equally
aggressively to both types of calls (Fig. 8). One possible explanation for this
outcome was that, because both neighbors and strangers were heard calling
at a location midway between the subject’s territory and that of the
neighbor, they were perceived as equivalent threats to territory ownership.
To evaluate this possibility, Bee (2003a) repeated the experiment with the
playback speaker located in the approximate center of the neighbor’s
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Figure 8 A test of acoustically mediated neighbor recognition in strawberry poison
frogs. Mean  SE (A) number of call groups, (B) number of movements, (C) distance
of closest approach toward speaker, and (D) maximum approach distance. Results of
two experiments comparing the aggressive responses of territorial males to the calls
of neighbors and strangers are shown: one in which calls of neighbors and strangers
were played from the approximate territory boundary (halfway between estimated territory centers of two neighbors) and a second in which the calls were played from the
center of the neighbor’s territory. Data redrawn from Fig. 3 in Bee, M. A. (2003a). A test of
the “dear enemy effect” in the strawberry dart-poison frog (Dendrobates pumilio).
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, 54(6), 601e610.

territory. This time, aggressive responses were more subdued, but again,
there was little evidence for a discriminative behavioral response to the calls
of neighbors and strangers (Fig. 8).
Thus despite having individually distinctive calls and reportedly defending long-term, multipurpose territories, males of the strawberry poison frog
did not behaviorally discriminate between their neighbors and strangers in
ways consistent with the dear enemy effect. At ﬁrst, this negative result appears to be at odds with the relative threat hypothesis. However, this result
must be considered in light of more recent work highlighting the ambiguity
across published studies about precisely what breeding resources, if any, are
defended by territorial males of the strawberry poison frog (Pr€
ohl, 2005).
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Wells (2007), for example, even suggests strawberry poison frogs have a mating system closer to that of lek breeders. That a lek-breeding species would
not behaviorally discriminate between neighbors and strangers might well be
construed as consistent with Temeles (1994) relative threat hypothesis.
Together, these studies of rival recognition in strawberry poison frogs serve
to emphasize the importance of basic natural history data. Even wellresearched species can present challenges in interpreting results from playback experiments.
3.2.5 Concave-Eared Torrent Frogs
The concave-eared torrent frog, Odorrana tormota (Ranidae), breeds along
streams in Central China. Although little is presently known about the species’ mating system, reproductive biology, or territorial behavior (Feng,
Arch, et al., 2009), its vocal behavior has been the subject of intensive
recent study (Arch, Burmeister, Feng, Shen, & Narins, 2011; Feng &
Narins, 2008; Feng et al., 2006; Feng, Narins, & Xu, 2002; Feng, Arch,
et al., 2009; Feng, Riede, et al., 2009; Gridi-Papp et al., 2008; Narins
et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2008, 2011; Suthers et al., 2006). The species is
notable for its exceptionally complex vocal repertoire with large ﬂuctuations in spectral properties within calls and prominent ultrasonic harmonics,
which aid communication in noisy stream environments. The function of
different call types within this repertoire has not been investigated, and it
is presently unknown whether any of the call types signal aggressiveness.
In addition to a large repertoire, there exists substantial within-individual
variation in acoustic properties within a single call type (Feng et al.,
2002; Feng, Riede, et al., 2009; Section 3.3.5).
Feng, Arch, et al. (2009) compared the responses of male concave-eared
torrent frogs to the calls of neighbors and strangers. Unlike studies of
neighbor recognition in other anurans, which tested subjects in situ, males
were collected from the ﬁeld and tested in a transparent plastic tank
(22  12  15 cm) in a laboratory. Acoustic stimuli recorded from males
in the ﬁeld were broadcast from directly above the tank, and the authors
quantiﬁed the evoked vocal response of males exposed to these calls. Males
gave more calls in response to stranger calls than either neighbor calls or control conditions in which no call was played, suggesting to Feng, Arch, et al.
(2009) that males recognized and responded less aggressively to familiar calls.
However, there are several methodological problems with this study (see
Box 2). First, similar to the study of Agile frogs by Lesbarreres and Lodé
(2002), Feng, Arch, et al. (2009) used an atypical deﬁnition of territorial
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“neighbor,” which they represented by a call recorded from a male that
occupied the same general area (up to 400 m2) in the ﬁeld as the subject.
Feng, Arch, et al. (2009) argued that this deﬁnition was valid by quantifying
sound attenuation in the ﬁeld to estimate that the calls of males would be
sufﬁciently loud (>60 dB) to be heard and recognized by other frogs occupying the same area. Second, males were tested in a neutral arena in a laboratory, which eliminates the defended resource, and potentially, the
biological signiﬁcance of neighbors versus strangers. Finally, variation in
the evoked vocal response of this species has not been empirically linked
to aggression as opposed to mate choice.

3.3 Individual Vocal Distinctiveness
Many studies of anuran vocalizations have examined patterns of individual
variation in the context of female mate choice (Bee et al., 2010; Castellano
& Giacoma, 1998; Friedl & Klump, 2002; Gerhardt, 1991; Howard &
Young, 1998). The studies reviewed in this section have done so explicitly
in the context of rival recognition. Two important trends collectively
emerge from these studies. First, statistically reliable individual differences
appear to be ubiquitous. This ﬁnding is consistent across a wide range of species with different mating systems and breeding ecologies, suggesting that in
all anurans, the interindividual signal variability necessary for recognition
may be present whether or not recognition is likely to occur. Second, there
is diversity among anuran species in terms of which acoustic properties
contribute most toward statistically discriminating among individuals. In
some species, spectral properties are the most individually distinctive while
in others this is true of temporal properties. Signal analyses such as those
described in Box 3 and illustrated in the following case studies are useful
for understanding the discrimination tasks that receivers might face, and
for predicting which signal properties receivers might use to discriminate
among individuals. Readers should bear in mind, however, that whatever
the outcomes of statistical analyses of individual distinctiveness in animal signals, whether or not recognition occurs is always an empirical question
about receiver behavior, not signal design.
3.3.1 North American Bullfrogs
Recall from Section 3.2.1 that bullfrogs, R. catesbeiana, exhibit the dear enemy effect. The bullfrog advertisement call is a slow sequence of long,
sonorous notes that males repeat about once every minute or two during
periods of active calling (Fig. 9A). Each note has a “missing” fundamental
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Box 3 Statistical Methods to Describe Individual Distinctiveness
in Vocalizations
1.

Removing temperature effects. As noted in Box 2, anuran vocalizations
depend on temperature. This fact is especially relevant to studies of individual vocal distinctiveness. There are well-established statistical methods for
removing variation in calls due to variation in temperature (Bee & Gerhardt,
2001c; Platz & Forester, 1988). Unless calls from different individuals are
recorded over narrow temperature ranges, temperature effects must always
be controlled prior to conducting any of the analyses described in this
article. Studies that fail to do so should be regarded with skepticism.
2. Coefﬁcients of variation (CV). Computed as the standard deviation divided
by its corresponding mean, CVs represent a dimensionless measure of variability that can be compared across acoustic properties and across species.
More importantly, it is possible to compare CVs both among individuals
(CVa) and within individuals (CVw). CVa is computed based on the standard
deviation and mean of the individual means computed separately for
each individual. CVw is computed separately for each individual based on
the mean and standard deviation calculated over the sample of signals
recorded from that individual. Properties useful for recognition should
generally vary relatively more among individuals (eg, CVa/CVw > 1.0).
3. Model II ANOVA. A commonly used statistical test of individual distinctiveness is model II ANOVA, which can be used to test the hypothesis that a
signal property varies signiﬁcantly among individuals (Beecher, 1989; Sokal
& Rohlf, 1995). This analysis treats individual as a random effect, and it can be
used to partition the overall variance in a given property into amongindividual variance and within-individual variance. The proportion of
variance in each signal property that can be attributed to differences among
individuals versus within individuals can be compared across signal properties by examining variance components (Bee, 2004) or effect sizes (Bee et al.,
2010; Pettitt et al., 2013). Beecher (1989) provides some important
cautionary notes about the use of model II ANOVAs to document individual
distinctiveness.
4. Repeatability. As a statistical measure borrowed from population genetics,
repeatability represents the proportion of total variability that is due to variability among individuals (Boake, 1989; Falconer, 1981; Lessells & Boag,
1987). It is based on making repeated measurements of some phenotypic
trait (eg, an acoustic property of a vocalization) from the same individual.
It can be computed as the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient from model II
ANOVAs. In studies of social recognition, high values of repeatability indicate
that repeated measurements of a signal property within an individual exhibit
less variation than measures of the same property across different individuals. In studies of individual vocal distinctiveness, measures of repeatability
can be used to quantify the temporal stability of acoustic properties within
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Box 3 Statistical Methods to Describe Individual Distinctiveness
in Vocalizations (cont'd)
5.

individuals recorded multiple times on different occasions (Bee & Gerhardt,
2001c; Pettitt et al., 2013).
Multivariate approaches. Animal signals consist of multiple properties that
are often intercorrelated, but researchers rarely know a priori which properties are relevant to receivers. Therefore signal analyses often use multivariate
statistical techniques to consider simultaneous variation in multiple
properties.
a. Discriminant function analysis (DFA). One commonly used multivariate
technique is DFA, which creates canonical discriminant functions that
maximally separate individuals in multivariate signal space (Nelson &
Marler, 1990). Discriminant functions represent linear combinations of
the original acoustic properties. Interpreting factor loadings reveals
how acoustic properties contribute to the statistical discrimination
among individuals. Discriminant functions can also be used to classify individual calls as belonging to a speciﬁc individual. Classiﬁcation success
represents one measure of overall individual distinctiveness because it
quantiﬁes how well calls can be statistically assigned to individuals. However, classiﬁcation success is highly dependent on sample size, making
comparative applications of this measure problematic (Bee & Gerhardt,
2001c; Bee et al., 2001; Beecher, 1989). Including more individuals in an
analysis decreases classiﬁcation success due to increased probability
that individuals in the sample have similar call properties. Analyses of
the calls of large samples of individuals potentially overestimate the scale
of the recognition problem faced by territorial residents because territory
holders rarely have more than a few adjacent neighbors. For this reason,
the classiﬁcation success for smaller, more biologically relevant group
sizes should also be considered (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001c; Bee et al.,
2001; Pettitt et al., 2013).
b. Principal components analysis (PCA). Signal properties are often intercorrelated. Treating correlated properties as independent can result in
overestimates of the individual distinctiveness of signals (Beecher,
1989). One solution to this problem is using PCA to generate orthogonal
variables that can be used as inputs into other analyses such as a DFA
(Bee, 2004; Bee et al., 2010; Pettitt et al., 2013). To understand how the
original call properties contribute to successful classiﬁcation in a DFA after transformation using PCA requires interpreting both the factor loadings of the original variables on principal components and then the
factor loadings of these transformed variables on discriminant functions.
c. Information content. Using information theory (Shannon & Weaver,
1949), Beecher (1989) derived a method for quantifying the identity information capacity of animal signals (Hs). This statistic expresses a signal’s
(Continued)
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Box 3 Statistical Methods to Describe Individual Distinctiveness
in Vocalizations (cont'd)
ability to reduce uncertainty about the identity of the signaler, and is
particularly useful for comparative studies because it is both dimensionless and independent of the particular conditions of the sample (eg,
sample size, signaling modality). No studies of anuran vocalizations
have reported this statistic, but it is easily derived from the results of
model II ANOVAs of PCA-transformed call properties.

Figure 9 Spectrograms and oscillograms of (A) a single advertisement call of the North
American bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, recorded in Boone County, Missouri (M. A. Bee,
unpublished data), and (B) three consecutive advertisement calls of the golden rocket
frog, Anomaloglossus beebei, recorded in Kaieteur National Park, Guyana (J. Tumulty and
M. A. Bee, unpublished data).
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frequency near 100 Hz and a harmonically rich, bimodal frequency spectrum. Each mode is well matched to the tuning of one of the two inner
ear organs in frogs (Simmons, 2013). The dominant frequency is the second
harmonic and is near 200 Hz. Both the fundamental and the dominant frequency are strongly, negatively correlated with male body length. Haas
(1976) published an abstract reporting individual differences in bullfrog
calls, but few details were provided. Bee and Gerhardt (2001c) investigated
the individual distinctiveness of bullfrog advertisement calls by examining
patterns of among-individual and within-individual variation in 10 acoustic
properties analyzed for each of nearly 1100 calls recorded from a sample of
27 territorial males. Linear regression analyses were used to remove the effects of temperature on call properties while preserving the inﬂuences of
other important sources of individual differences, such as body size (see
Box 3). All 10 properties varied signiﬁcantly among individuals and were
highly repeatable within individuals across multiple nights. Fundamental
frequency and the highly correlated property of dominant frequency had
the lowest coefﬁcients of variation within individuals (CVw ¼ 1.5%), the
highest ratios of among-individual to within-individual coefﬁcients of variation (CVa/CVw ¼ 4.7), and the highest repeatabilities (intraclass
correlation ¼ 0.93).
In a discriminant function analysis (DFA), greater than 72% of calls were
assigned to the correct individual, which represents a classiﬁcation success
signiﬁcantly higher than expected by chance (3.7%). Inspection of the
canonical structure revealed strong correlations between fundamental frequency (or dominant frequency) and the ﬁrst canonical root, which
accounted for some 70e80% of the variability among individuals across
different analyses. Although these analyses were performed on the entire
sample of 27 individuals, territorial male bullfrogs rarely have more than 2
or 3 neighbors. To evaluate model performance using more biologically
relevant sample sizes, Bee and Gerhardt (2001c) determined classiﬁcation
success for 1000 random samples of 5 individuals drawn from the sample
of 27 males. In these analyses, classiﬁcation success typically ranged between
91% and 95% correct (Fig. 10).
In a follow-up study, Bee (2004) investigated the patterns of individual
variation within the multiple-note advertisement calls males most commonly
produce. The goal was to assess whether patterns of within-call variation
might either constrain or provide additional cues for recognition. Although
six of eight acoustic properties exhibited signiﬁcant within-call variation, all
eight call properties still varied signiﬁcantly more among individuals. Again,
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Figure 10 The properties of advertisement calls of male bullfrogs in two-dimensional
signal space deﬁned by the ﬁrst two discriminant functions from a discriminant function analysis. Points represent means and ellipses represent 95% conﬁdence intervals
for each individual. The top left plot shows an analysis based on a sample size of 27
males while the ﬁve additional plots show random subsamples of ﬁve individuals
each. Reprinted from Bee, M. A., & Gerhardt, H. C. (2001c). Neighbour-stranger discrimination by territorial male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana): I. Acoustic basis. Animal Behaviour, 62(6), 1129e1140 with permission from Elsevier.

fundamental frequency (and dominant frequency) contributed most toward
statistically discriminating among individuals. In addition, not only were the
acoustic properties of notes individually distinct, so too were the differences
among the notes within the calls an individual produced. Thus individually
distinctive patterns of within-individual variation might also function in
recognition.
3.3.2 Golden Rocket Frogs
Like bullfrogs, territorial males of the golden rocket frog, A. beebei, also
exhibit the dear enemy effect and discriminate between the calls of neighbors and strangers (Section 3.2.2). The advertisement calls of these two species are quite different (cf. Fig. 9A and B). In contrast to the slow, sonorous
notes of the bullfrog, male golden rocket frogs produce high-pitched advertisement calls consisting of three or four short, rapidly repeated pulses having
an average dominant frequency of 5.4 kHz (Fig. 9B; Pettitt, Bourne, & Bee,
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2012, 2013). Pettitt, Bourne, and Bee (2013) analyzed 8 call properties from
a sample of 760 advertisement calls recorded from 40 males. Prior to statistical analyses, call properties signiﬁcantly correlated with temperature were
corrected by adjusting their values to a common temperature of 24 C
(near the mean temperature of all recordings). All properties varied signiﬁcantly among individuals, and the properties of dominant frequency and
pulse rate had the highest CVa/CVw ratios (3.2 and 2.0, respectively). For
a subset of 16 males recorded on two different occasions, intraclass correlation coefﬁcients ranged between 0.46 and 0.65 and were highest for pulse
duration (0.65) and pulse interval (0.60), indicating a moderate to high degree of repeatability within individuals. A DFA based on principal component scores assigned 79% of calls to the correct individual for the full data set.
Higher classiﬁcation success was observed for smaller group sizes chosen to
better reﬂect the maximum number of neighbors a territorial male is likely
to have (eg, 97% for random groups of six males). In contrast to bullfrogs, in
which the fundamental and dominant frequencies were the most individually distinctive call properties (Bee, 2004; Bee & Gerhardt, 2001c), it was the
ﬁne temporal properties of pulse rate, pulse interval, and pulse duration that
contributed the most toward statistically discriminating among males of the
golden rocket frog (Pettitt et al., 2013). Furthermore, the high frequencies
of the calls of golden rocket frogs are almost certainly encoded by the basilar
papilla, one of the two inner ear sensory papillae in anurans. This papilla
cannot encode differences in frequency independently of differences in level
(reviewed in Gerhardt & Huber, 2002), potentially rendering individual differences in call frequency of limited use in neighborestranger discrimination. Based on these results, Pettitt et al. (2013) predicted that male
golden rocket frogs discriminate between neighbors and strangers based
on individual differences in temporal call properties. So far, this prediction
remains to be tested. If this prediction is conﬁrmed in future work, then
golden rocket frogs and bullfrogs would represent an instance of convergence in overt behavioral discrimination and divergence in the underlying
perceptual discrimination.
3.3.3 Agile Frogs
As discussed previously (Section 3.2.3), male agile frogs, R. dalmatina,
reportedly discriminate between familiar and unfamiliar calls. Lesbarreres
and Lodé (2002) report results from acoustical and statistical analyses of
advertisement calls, which consist of a series of approximately 25 pulse
groups, composed of 3e12 pulses each (Geisselmann, Flindt, & Hemmer,
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1971; Lesbarreres & Lodé, 2002; Schneider et al., 1988). Four acoustic
properties were measured: call duration, the number of pulse groups
per call, the ratio of call duration/pulse groups per call, and fundamental
frequency. An undisclosed number of calls were analyzed based on
recording each of 67 males for 1 min. It is unclear whether call properties
were corrected for variation introduced by variation in temperature at the
time recordings were made. To quantify individual variation, the authors
report a CV for each call property, which was higher for call duration
(54%) and the number of pulse groups (52%) compared with the ratio of
these two properties (22%) and fundamental frequency (9%). Unfortunately, however, the authors did not specify whether these values correspond to within-individual (CVw) or among-individual (CVa) measures,
making interpretation of their results in the context of individual vocal
distinctiveness impossible. No other measures of individual distinctiveness
were reported.
3.3.4 Strawberry Poison Frogs
Recall that males of the strawberry poison frog, O. pumilio, exhibit longterm defense of multipurpose territories and aggressively interact with
territorial intruders but did not behaviorally discriminate between the calls
of neighbors and strangers in playback tests (Section 3.2.4). Pr€
ohl (2003)
investigated patterns of individual variation in advertisement calls in two
Costa Rican populations of this species by recording and analyzing a sample
of 492 call sequences from 40 territorial males. Ten calls from each call
sequence were analyzed and one spectral property (dominant frequency)
and four temporal properties (call rate, call duration, pulse rate, and duty
cycle) were analyzed. Properties that were signiﬁcantly correlated with
temperature were adjusted to a common temperature of 24 C. All ﬁve
call properties varied more among individuals than within individuals.
Consistent with these outcomes, all of the CVa/CVw ratios were greater
than 1.0, ranging between 1.2 (for call rate) and 1.7 (for pulse rate). Across
recording sessions of the same individual, all ﬁve call properties also
exhibited moderate repeatabilities with values ranging between 0.23 (for
call rate) and 0.56 (for pulse rate). This result indicated that individual
differences in calls were stable over time. Multivariate analyses such as
discriminant function analyses were not used to estimate classiﬁcation success or determine which call properties contributed most toward individual
distinctiveness. Nevertheless, Pr€
ohl’s (2003) analyses suggest the temporal
properties of call rate (CVa/CVw ¼ 1.7, r ¼ 0.56) and call duration
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(CVa/CVw ¼ 1.5, r ¼ 0.50) may contribute more to individual distinctiveness than the spectral property of dominant frequency (CVa/CVw ¼ 1.4,
r ¼ 0.39).
3.3.5 Concave-Eared Torrent Frogs
The concave-eared torrent frog, O. tormota, has an exceptionally complex
call repertoire, consisting of eight different call types with unusually high
fundamental frequency and substantial ﬂuctuations in frequency within calls
(Feng et al., 2002; Feng, Riede, et al., 2009; Narins et al., 2004). Feng,
Riede, et al. (2009) examined individual variation in 111 calls recorded
from a sample of 6 males, focusing on the call type given most frequently
(“long calls”). Most acoustic properties varied signiﬁcantly more among individuals than within individuals. A DFA obtained a mean classiﬁcation success of 55%. While this value was above the chance level of correct
classiﬁcation (16.7%, or 1/6), it is lower than values reported in other studies
of frogs, which have used larger sample sizes and, therefore, should have had
lower, not higher, classiﬁcation success (Bee et al., 2001; Beecher, 1989).
Feng, Riede, et al. (2009) did not present information on which acoustic
properties contributed most to the discriminant functions, but maximum
fundamental frequency had the highest CVa/CVw ratio at 1.0. These results
suggest that the calls of O. tormota are much less-reliable cues of identity than
the calls of males of other anuran species, probably due to the substantial
variation in acoustic properties that occurs within individuals. Given these
results and their large repertoire of calls, we might have expected that
neighborestranger discrimination in this species would be too difﬁcult for
receivers (Kroodsma, 1976). Nonetheless, males of this species have been reported to discriminate between the calls of familiar and unfamiliar males
(Feng, Arch, et al., 2009), although this has not yet been conﬁrmed using
ﬁeld playback experiments (Section 3.2.5).
3.3.6 Studies of Individual Vocal Distinctiveness in Other Territorial
Species
Green frogs, R. clamitans, are close relatives of bullfrogs, and the two species
have very similar territorial behavior and mating systems (Section 2.3.2). Bee
et al. (2001) investigated individual vocal distinctiveness in the advertisement
calls of male green frogs to examine the potential for these signals to mediate
neighbor recognition. All nine of the acoustic properties examined
exhibited signiﬁcant among-individual variation. Similar to bullfrogs, fundamental frequency and dominant frequency exhibited low variation within
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males and had the highest CVa/CVw ratios. A DFA assigned between 52%
and 61% of calls to the correct individual for the full data set of 198 calls
recorded from 20 individuals, but classiﬁcation success was much higher
for smaller group sizes that better reﬂected the magnitude of the potential
recognition problem facing territorial males (eg, 82% and 96% for groups
of ﬁve and two individuals, respectively). Fundamental and dominant frequency contributed most toward statistically discriminating among individual males.
The brilliant-thighed poison frog, Allobates femoralis (Dendrobatidae), is
found throughout Amazonia. Males of this species defend relatively stable
breeding territories, which include terrestrial oviposition sites, for periods
up to several months (Gasser, Amézquita, & H€
odl, 2009; Ringler, Ringler,
Maga~
na Mendoza, & H€
odl, 2011; Ringler, Ursprung, & H€
odl, 2009;
Roithmair, 1992, 1994). Males also aggressively defend these territories
against conspeciﬁc males and show rapid aggressive approaches to playbacks
of advertisement calls within their territories (H€
odl, Amézquita, & Narins,
2004; Ringler et al., 2011; Ursprung, Ringler, & H€
odl, 2009). Thus males
of this species might beneﬁt from discriminating between familiar neighbors
and strangers on the basis of advertisement calls (Temeles, 1994). Gasser
et al. (2009) analyzed 285 calls from a sample of 19 males. Nearly all acoustic
properties varied signiﬁcantly more among individuals than within individuals. Mean classiﬁcation success from a DFA was 65%, with a higher success
of 88% for smaller groups of ﬁve males. Similar to the other dendrobatid
species described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4, temporal call features (note
repetition rate and note duration in particular) were the most individually
distinctive. Given their long-term defense of breeding territories and
individually distinctive vocalizations, tests of the dear enemy effect in this
species would be worthwhile.
3.3.7 Studies of Individual Vocal Distinctiveness in Lek-Breeding
Species
An important question is whether the beneﬁt of being recognized by territorial neighbors, in terms of receiving reduced aggression, has resulted in selection for greater individual distinctiveness in the vocalizations of territorial
anuran species (the “signature adaptation” hypothesis; Beecher, 1989, 1991;
Tibbetts & Dale, 2007). If so, we should expect species defending long-term
breeding or multipurpose territories to have more individually distinctive
calls than those that do not defend such territories. To date, no such direct
comparison has been made. However, studies of lek-breeding species, which
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typically exhibit short-term defense of calling sites that lack breeding
resources, suggest individual vocal distinctiveness is widespread among anurans. Treefrogs in the family Hylidae often exhibit mating systems best
characterized as leks. Nevertheless, studies of two species of hylid treefrogs
suggest their calls are individually distinctive. Boreal chorus frogs, Pseudacris
maculata, are a common and widespread species in North America. Bee et al.
(2010) investigated the individual distinctiveness of their pulsatile advertisement calls by measuring or calculating 26 call properties for 20 advertisement calls each from 36 individual males. All call properties varied
signiﬁcantly among individuals. In a DFA of call properties following a
principal components transformation to orthogonal variables, an average
of 91% of calls were assigned to the correct individual. Similar to some
territorial ranid species, the ﬁrst two discriminant functions loaded most
heavily on fundamental and dominant frequency. In an earlier studyd
and indeed the ﬁrst to analyze individual variation in anuran calls in the
context of individual recognitiondShy (1985) reported that males of the
Middle East treefrog, Hyla savignyi produce individually distinctive calls.
This study measured nine acoustic properties, all of which were reported
to vary signiﬁcantly more among individuals than within individuals.
Unfortunately, however, Shy (1985) did not control for temperature,
which is known to strongly affect the acoustic properties of anuran calls
(see Box 3).

3.4 Perceptual Basis of Neighbor Recognition
Compared with the number of studies documenting individual distinctiveness in anuran vocalizations and even the number of studies of neighbor
recognition in anurans, fewer studies have investigated the perceptual basis
of rival recognition in this group. Indeed, how anurans perceptually discriminate between neighbors and strangers has been investigated in only one
species.
3.4.1 North American Bullfrogs
Territorial male bullfrogs exhibit the dear enemy effect (Section 3.2.1) and
produce individually distinctive advertisement calls (Section 3.3.1). In a series of ﬁeld playback experiments, Bee and Gerhardt (2001a, 2001b, 2002)
used the habituationediscrimination paradigm (Halpin, 1986) to investigate
the perceptual basis of neighborestranger discrimination in this species.
During an initial habituation phase, a synthetic advertisement call was repeatedly broadcast to a territorial male from a previously unoccupied location
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adjacent to its territory. The idea was to simulate the arrival of a new
neighbor. Subjects initially responded aggressively to these playbacks by giving advertisement and aggressive calls and approaching the speaker using
conspicuous splash displays. As repeated playbacks continued over the course
of the habituation phase, subjects eventually stopped responding aggressively
and remained in their territory producing only advertisement calls. At this
stage of the experiment, the subject’s aggressive response had habituated
(Section 3.5). The interpretation of this behavioral change was that the subject had become familiar with the acoustic stimulus and no longer perceived
it as a threat. Once subjects had either reached a predetermined response
decrement criterion (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a, 2001b) or heard a predetermined number of stimuli (Bee & Gerhardt, 2002), a single acoustic property
of the habituating stimulus was changed and presented as a novel stimulus
during a subsequent discrimination phase. The use of synthetic calls was key
to manipulating one property (and physically correlated properties) at a
time in order to test hypotheses about speciﬁc call properties that might
function as acoustic recognition cues.
The primary acoustic cue manipulated in these studies was fundamental
frequency. This property was chosen for investigation for the three reasons
noted earlier. It contributed most toward individual distinctiveness (Bee &
Gerhardt, 2001c) with approximately 90% of the variation in this property
attributable to among-individual differences (Bee, 2004). Periodicity cues
related to the time-domain expression of fundamental frequency and correlated spectral properties like dominant frequency propagate well in both air
and water over the distances that typically separate neighboring bullfrogs
(Boatright-Horowitz, Cheney, & Simmons, 1999). Lastly, the bullfrog’s
auditory nerve robustly encodes fundamental frequency or low-frequency
harmonics (eg, the dominant frequency) in the timing of spike discharges
under a range of signal-to-noise conditions (Schwartz & Simmons, 1990;
Simmons, Reese, & Ferragamo, 1993; Simmons, Schwartz, & Ferragamo,
1992).
The distributions of within-individual and among-individual differences
in fundamental frequency were compared to make predictions about the
likely “just-meaningful difference” (JMD; Bee, 2004) required for discrimination. In contrast to the more common measure of perceptual discrimination thresholds in psychophysical studies known as the “just-noticeable
difference” (JND), the JMD describes a receiver’s behavioral discrimination
threshold (Gerhardt, 1992; Nelson & Marler, 1990). It represents the minimum difference between two stimuli required to elicit a difference in
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behavioral response, and thus reﬂects a receiver’s decision rule about
whether or not a perceived difference between stimuli warrants a difference
in response. The most common magnitudes of among-individual differences
in fundamental frequency were on the order of 5% or larger, whereas
within-individual differences were typically less than 5% (Fig. 11A). Based
on these patterns of variation, the JMD for fundamental frequency and
correlated spectral properties was predicted to be about 5%. The reasoning
behind this prediction was that differences smaller than about 5% would
more likely reﬂect the variation that typically occurs within an individual,
whereas differences larger than about 5% would more likely represent a
different individual. Therefore, the predicted outcome of habituatione
discrimination playback tests was that changes in the fundamental frequency
of a novel stimulus on the order of 5% or more during the discrimination
phase would produce a recovery of habituated aggressive responses, whereas
differences less than 5% should be treated as the same individual. The data
were largely consistent with these expectations.
During the discrimination phase, when changes in the fundamental frequency of the novel stimulus were sufﬁciently large, males resumed giving
aggressive calls and approached the playback speaker. When very large differences (eg, 24e32%) in fundamental frequency were imposed on novel
stimuli, habituated aggressive responses recovered nearly 100% to levels
observed prior to habituation (Bee & Gerhardt, 2002). These differences
in frequency reﬂected the most extreme individual differences likely to be
encountered between two males in the population. Smaller frequency
differences on the order of 5e10%, which were also typical of amongindividual differences, also elicited recovery of habituated aggression, albeit
at lower levels (Fig. 11B and D; Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a, 2001b). When the
change in fundamental frequency was just 2%, a difference typical of withinindividual variation, responses were similar to those of subjects in a
0%-change control group that heard additional presentations of the habituating stimulus (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a). These data, thus, indicated that territorial residents could use individual differences in fundamental frequency as
a potential cue for discriminating among neighbors and strangers.
Manipulations of other spectral and temporal call properties in novel
stimuli generally failed to elicit recovery of aggressive responses during the
discrimination phase. For example, the responses of subjects that heard
10% changes in either note duration, note onset and offset times, or note
duty cycle during the discrimination phase were similar to those in response
to 0%-change controls and exhibited little to no recovery of habituated
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Figure 11 (A) Distribution of percentage differences in fundamental frequency from
within- and among-individual pairwise comparisons of advertisement calls of male
bullfrogs. Most among-individual differences are 5% or greater, while most withinindividual differences are smaller than 5%, leading to a predicted just-meaningful
difference (JMD) of approximately 5%. (Redrawn from Fig. 8 in Bee, M. A. (2004).
Within-individual variation in bullfrog vocalizations: Implications for a vocally mediated
social recognition system. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 116(6),
3770e3781.) (B, C, and D) Aggressive responses of male bullfrogs (number of aggressive
calls, approach distance toward the speaker, number of movements, or the proportion
of males responding aggressively) during the discrimination phases of habituatione
discrimination experiments. The novel stimuli in discrimination phases (B) differed
from the habituating stimulus by a 10% change in fundamental frequency, (C) was
identical to the habituating stimulus but broadcast from the opposite direction relative
to the subject’s territory, or (D) differed by various acoustic properties (a 2%, 5%, or 10%
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aggression (Fig. 11D). The 10% change implemented in most of these temporal properties was either the same as or smaller than the measured
maximum CVw and the estimated JMD for the same property (Bee,
2004; Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a). Hence changes on the order of 10% failed
to exceed the predicted JMD required to elicit a response during the
discrimination phase. Changes to the harmonic ﬁne structure of the call,
created by changing the presence/absence and relative amplitudes of harmonics in novel stimuli, also failed to elicit recovery of aggressive responses.
There was some indication that a 20% change in note duty cycle, which
exceeded the maximum CVw, elicited recovery of aggression, suggesting
that sufﬁciently large differences in temporal properties might also function
in discriminating between neighbors and strangers.
Recall that Davis (1987) also showed that in bullfrogs, as in songbirds,
lower levels of aggression are only exhibited toward familiar neighbors
when those neighbors are heard vocalizing from the direction of their usual
territory (Section 3.2.1). Familiar sounds broadcast from new locations elicited more aggression than familiar sounds broadcast from normal locations.
In another series of habituationediscrimination tests, Bee and Gerhardt
(2001b, 2002) tested the hypothesis that presenting the same habituating
stimulus from a novel location during the discrimination phase would elicit
recovery of aggression. The data were consistent with this hypothesis.
When habituated males heard the same sound from a new location, they
responded with aggressive calls and approached the speaker in the new
position (Fig. 11C).

3.5 Acquisition of Differential Responses to Neighbors and
Strangers
Habituation is commonly suggested as a form of learning that could underlie, at least partially, the reduced aggressive responses territory holders
=--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------change in fundamental frequency, harmonic ﬁne structure, note duration, rise and fall
times of individual notes (RT/FT), and a 10% and 20% change in note duty cycle (DC)).
The response components in B and C are the median, IQ range, and range of aggressive
responses during the discrimination phase expressed as the percentage of the male’s
initial aggression during the beginning of the habituation phase. Responses in D are the
proportion of males responding aggressively. Redrawn from Figs 2 and 3 in Bee, M. A., &
Gerhardt, H. C. (2001b). Neighbor-stranger discrimination by territorial male bullfrogs
(Rana catesbeiana): II. Perceptual basis. Animal Behaviour, 62, 1141e1150, and Fig. 6 in
Bee, M. A., & Gerhardt, H. C. (2001a). Habituation as a mechanism of reduced aggression
between neighboring territorial male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana). Journal of Comparative Psychology, 115(1), 68e82.
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exhibit toward their neighbors (Brooks & Falls, 1975; Shettleworth, 2009;
Wiley & Wiley, 1977). It refers to “a behavioral response decrement that results from repeated stimulation and that does not involve sensory adaptation/sensory fatigue or motor fatigue” (Rankin et al., 2009; p. 136). The
extent to which response decrements develop and are maintained over
time is variable, and differences between short-term and long-term forms
of habituation are well established (Sharpless & Jasper, 1956). The hypothesis
that habituation learning is involved in the dear enemy effect has received
considerable support from a number of experimental studies in ﬁsh
(reviewed in Peeke & Peeke, 1973; Peeke, 1984) and songbirds (reviewed
in Petrinovich, 1984). In this section, we review studies that have investigated habituation of aggression in anurans. Together, evidence from these
studies of ﬁsh, songbirds, and anurans indicates that repeated exposure to a
neighbor or its communication signals not only results in long-term decrements in aggressive behavior, but also leads to the formation of enduring and
stimulus-speciﬁc neuronal representations that encode information about
individually distinctive signal properties.
3.5.1 North American Bullfrogs
In a seminal paper on habituation learning, Thompson and Spencer (1966)
operationally deﬁned habituation by outlining nine parametric characteristics of changes in response that occur with repeated stimulation. While other
characteristics have been discussed in the literature (Siddle, 1990; Sokolov,
1963; Wagner, 1976; Whitlow & Wagner, 1984), there is generally widespread agreement among neuroscientists and behavioral scientists that the
characteristics outlined by Thompson and Spencer (1966) describe habituation of responses that involve simple reﬂexes as well as more complex behaviors of the whole organism (Hinde, 1970; Macphail, 1993; Petrinovich,
1984; Rankin et al., 2009; Shettleworth, 2009). A review on habituation
learning has reafﬁrmed and expanded Thomson and Spencer’s (1966) original nine characteristics, adding a tenth speciﬁcally related to long-term
habituation (Rankin et al., 2009). A series of studies by Bee and Gerhardt
(2001a, 2001b, 2002) and Bee (2001, 2003b) investigated the extent to
which territorial aggression in bullfrogs exhibits a subset of 8 of the 10 parametric characteristics enumerated by Rankin et al. (2009) and quoted here
from that review.
Repeated application of a stimulus results in a progressive decrease in some
parameter of a response to an asymptotic level.
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As noted earlier, male bullfrogs respond aggressively toward acoustically
simulated intrusions into their territories using a combination of advertisement
calls, aggressive calls, splash displays, and approaches toward the speaker (Bee,
2002; Davis, 1987; Wiewandt, 1969). With repeated broadcasts of calls simulating the arrival of a new neighbor, these aggressive responses exhibited
marked decrements that generally followed a negative exponential function
(Fig. 12; Bee, 2001, 2003b; Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a, 2001b, 2002). In
response to repeated stimuli, the numbers of aggressive calls, splash movements, and meters moved toward the speaker decreased while the subject’s
response latency increased. These changes in response were not particularly
rapid. It was not uncommon, for example, for territorial males to continue
responding aggressively to a speaker for 3e6 h, with one particularly obstinate male continuing to give aggressive calls to repeated stimuli for 10 consecutive hours (Bee, 2001). With the exception of advertisement calls, other
measures of aggression decreased in magnitude at the same rate (Fig. 12A;
Bee, 2003b). This ﬁnding is noteworthy because it suggests that the changes
in neural response that must take place with repeated stimulation occur at a
locus in the brain that can feed forward into multiple motor circuits controlling different behaviors. The situation for advertisement calls was somewhat
different from the more overt aggressive responses quantiﬁed because advertisement call rate increases steadily during a night, reaching its peak between
0100 and 0300 h, and then declines steadily until dawn.
If the stimulus is withheld after response decrement, the response recovers at least
partially over the observation time (“spontaneous recovery”).
After multiple series of stimulus repetitions and spontaneous recoveries, the
response decrement becomes successively more rapid and/or more pronounced
(this phenomenon can be called potentiation of habituation).
Some stimulus repetition protocols may result in properties of the response decrement.that last hours, days or weeks.

Bee and Gerhardt (2001a) investigated these three parametric characteristics of habituation by testing males across multiple nights (Fig. 12B). Subjects were exposed to 5 h of repeated playbacks of the calls of a new
neighbor on each of four consecutive nights. Spontaneous recovery was
examined by comparing responses from the end of habituation training
on one night to that at the beginning of habituation training on the
following night. There was clear evidence that habituated aggressive responses increased during the 19 intervening hours over which the stimulus
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Figure 12 Habituation of aggressive response in male bullfrogs to playbacks of synthetic advertisement calls. (A) Mean  SE number of advertisement calls, number of
aggressive calls, approach distance, response latency, and number of aggressive movements for each stimulus period. Each stimulus period lasted approximately 7.5 min.
(Redrawn from Fig. 4 in Bee, M. A. (2003b). Experience-based plasticity of acoustically
evoked aggression in a territorial frog. Journal of Comparative Physiology A, 189(6),
485e496.) (B) Mean and interquartile range of an index of aggression over four nights
of playback. (Redrawn after expressing as an aggressive index data presented in Bee, M. A.,
& Gerhardt, H. C. (2001a). Habituation as a mechanism of reduced aggression between
neighboring territorial male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana). Journal of Comparative Psychology, 115(1), 68e82.)
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was withheld. However, responses did not increase to the same levels at
which they had started the preceding night, and responses decreased to
low, asymptotic levels more quickly following the ﬁrst night (Fig. 12B).
In other words, habituation became successively more rapid with repeated
series of habituation training across nights, thus providing evidence for
both spontaneous recovery and the potentiation of habituation. By the
fourth night, subjects barely responded at all to playbacks. This outcome
was noteworthy because Haas (1977), based on ﬁeld observations, had
earlier reported that territorial male bullfrogs reacted aggressively toward
newly established neighbors for a period of 1e4 days, a result quite consistent with results from playback experiments. Discrimination tests conducted
on the ﬁfth consecutive night showed that the long-term decrements
observed over the ﬁrst four nights of habituation training were speciﬁc to
the fundamental frequency of the stimulus (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a).
Other things being equal, more frequent stimulation results in more rapid and/or
more pronounced response decrement, and more rapid spontaneous recovery (if
the decrement has reached asymptotic levels).
Within a stimulus modality, the less intense the stimulus, the more rapid and/or
more pronounced the behavioral response decrement. Very intense stimuli may
yield no signiﬁcant observable response decrement.

In another series of playback experiments, Bee (2001) tested the predicted effects of stimulus repetition rate and stimulus intensity on the rate
of habituation of aggression. The stimulus was a series of ﬁve 5-note calls
separated by 30-s intercall intervals. Stimulus repetition rate and stimulus
intensity were manipulated in a 2  2 factorial design. Stimulus repetition
rate (fast versus slow) was varied by manipulating the interval between
consecutive groups of ﬁve calls. Stimulus intensity (high versus low) was
varied by manipulating the SPL of the playback stimulus. Consistent with
expectations from Thompson and Spencer (1966), response decrements
were more rapid when the stimulus repetition rate was fast and the stimulus
intensity was low. The slowest response decrements occurred in the condition in which stimuli were presented at the slow repetition rate and high
intensity.
Within the same stimulus modality, the response decrement shows some stimulus
speciﬁcity.

Stimulus speciﬁcity and stimulus generalization represent ends of a continuum commonly referred to as a stimulus generalization gradient. In their
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original formulation of this characteristic, Thompson and Spencer (1966)
emphasized stimulus generalization in response to novel stimuli. In their
more recent review, Rankin et al. (2009) shifted the focus of this characteristic to stimulus speciﬁcity, thereby highlighting that recovery of habituation
in response to a novel stimulus in the same modality can rule out sensory
adaptation and motor fatigue as explanations for the response decrement.
As already discussed in Section 3.4.1, playbacks of novel stimuli differing
in fundamental frequency or location during a discrimination phase
following habituation training resulted in recovery of habituated aggressive
responses. These results thus demonstrated stimulus speciﬁcity and ruled out
sensory adaptation and motor fatigue. In contrast, the presentation of other
novel stimuli differing in temporal properties and harmonic ﬁne structure
during the discrimination phase failed to elicit recovery of habituated aggressive responses (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a). Because the magnitude of the differences imposed on temporal properties and harmonic ﬁne structure almost
certainly exceeded the relevant JNDs (although perhaps not the JMDs), these
data can be interpreted as evidence for stimulus generalization, in that animals responded to the habituating and novel stimuli similarly following
habituation training.
Presentation of a different stimulus results in an increase of the decremented
response to the original stimulus. This phenomenon is termed “dishabituation.”

Sometimes the recovery of a habituated response elicited as a response to
presentation of a novel stimulus is referred to as dishabituation. This is incorrect. While the response to the novel stimulus demonstrates the stimulus
speciﬁcity of the response decrement, it is not to be confused with dishabituation. Instead, dishabituation refers to a reinstatement of a response to subsequent presentations of the habituating stimulus following presentation of
some other, usually strong, stimulus. Thompson and Spencer (1966) refer
to this strong stimulus as a “dishabituatory stimulus.” According to the
dual-process theory of habituation, dishabituation reﬂects the process of
sensitization (Groves & Thompson, 1970). Bee and Gerhardt (2001a) examined dishabituation of aggression in bullfrogs by examining the extent to
which presentation of a dishabituatory stimulus differing in fundamental frequency was able to elicit renewed aggression to subsequent presentations of
the original habituating stimulus. Compared with subjects in a control
group, males that were habituated when they heard a novel stimulus
differing in fundamental frequency were more likely to give aggressive
responses during subsequent presentations of the habituating stimulus.
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Thus brief exposures to a stimulus simulating an individual different from
that simulated by the habituating stimulus caused dishabituation.
3.5.2 Studies of Habituation in Other Territorial Species
As noted in previous sections, green frogs, R. clamitans, are close relatives of
bullfrogs and exhibit similar territorial and aggressive behaviors (Sections
2.3.2 and 3.3.6). At present, they represent the only other territorial frog
species in which habituation of aggression has been investigated. Male green
frogs defend relatively stable territories in ponds, sometimes for several
weeks (Martof, 1953; Wells, 1977a, 1978), and fundamental and dominant
frequency contribute most toward individual vocal distinctiveness (Bee
et al., 2001; Section 3.3.6). Given these similarities to bullfrogs, Owen
and Perrill (1998) hypothesized that male green frogs likely also learn to
recognize their neighbors’ calls as a result of habituation. They tested this hypothesis using the habituationediscrimination paradigm to demonstrate two
of Thompson and Spencer (1966) parametric characteristics of habituation
(response decrement and spontaneous recovery). During the habituation
phase, males were initially aggressive to broadcasts of synthetic calls but
showed a negative exponential decrement in their aggressive response after
approximately 1 h. Aggressive responses recovered spontaneously after a
short (15 min) silent period. While this study of green frogs provides clear
evidence of habituation of aggression, it has been criticized for attempting
to draw a causal relationship between the short-term response changes
observed and the dear enemy effect, which has not been demonstrated to
occur in this species (Bee & Schachtman, 2000).
3.5.3 Studies of Habituation in Lek-Breeding Species
Habituation of aggression has also been investigated in three lek-breeding
treefrog species (Hylidae) as a mechanism that allows males to track changes
in the local density of calling males in a chorus. The Paciﬁc treefrog, Pseudacris regilla, forms dense choruses, but males maintain nonrandom spacing
from other calling males in the chorus (Whitney, 1980; Whitney & Krebs,
1975). Males produce distinct aggressive calls (Allan, 1973; Whitney, 1980)
when the amplitude of the calls of neighboring males exceeds their “aggressive thresholds” (Brenowitz, 1989; Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). These thresholds are positively correlated with the amplitude of their nearest neighbors’
calls (Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). Brenowitz and Rose (1994) tested the hypothesis that aggressive thresholds are plastic and ﬂuctuate based on dynamic
changes in a male’s local social environment. By repeatedly broadcasting
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advertisement calls at an amplitude that exceeded a focal male’s previously
determined aggressive threshold, they were able to raise a male’s aggressive
threshold. The aggressive responses elicited in the experiments of Brenowitz
and Rose (1994) and Rose and Brenowitz (1997) showed the characteristics
of habituation: focal males were initially aggressive, but responses decreased
exponentially over a relatively short period of time, until after approximately
2 min males produced almost exclusively advertisement calls (Fig. 13A). To
rule out sensory adaptation and effector fatigue, Brenowitz and Rose (1994)
showed that the response decrement was stimulus speciﬁc; aggressive

Figure 13 Habituation of aggressive calls in (A) Paciﬁc treefrogs and (B) spring peepers.
Mean  SE percentage aggressive calls given by males during each 15-s interval of
playbacks of conspeciﬁc advertisement calls. Redrawn from (A) Fig. 2 in Brenowitz, E.
A., & Rose, G. J. (1994). Behavioural plasticity mediates aggression in choruses of the Paciﬁc
treefrog. Animal Behaviour, 47(3), 633e641 and (B) Fig. 4 in Marshall, V. T., Humfeld, S. C.,
& Bee, M. A. (2003). Plasticity of aggressive signalling and its evolution in male spring
peepers, Pseudacris crucifer. Animal Behaviour, 65(6), 1223e1234.
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thresholds to playbacks of advertisement calls were raised following
prolonged exposure to advertisement calls, but aggressive thresholds to
aggressive calls remained unchanged. In a different experiment, Rose and
Brenowitz (1997) showed that males also habituate speciﬁcally to aggressive
calls without a corresponding increase in aggressive threshold to advertisement calls. This series of experiments showed convincingly that shortterm habituation is a likely mechanism mediating aggression in choruses
of lek-breeding species in ways that allow males to track the local density
of competitors.
Spring peepers, P. crucifer, are closely related to Paciﬁc treefrogs, and densities of calling males in a chorus can vary widely from night to night and
even within a night (Gerhardt, Diekamp, & Ptacek, 1989). Males of the
spring peeper also produce aggressive calls in defense of short-term calling
sites, and the thresholds for eliciting aggressive calling are positively correlated with the amplitude of the call of a male’s nearest neighbor (Marshall,
Humfeld, & Bee, 2003). Marshall et al. (2003) and Humfeld, Marshall,
and Bee (2009) showed that these aggressive thresholds, like those of Paciﬁc
treefrogs, are plastic and can become elevated after repeated exposure to
conspeciﬁc advertisement calls at an amplitude above the male’s previously
determined aggressive threshold. The changes in a male’s aggressive response
that occurred with repeated stimulation by a conspeciﬁc call were consistent
with the operation of short-term habituation. Males initially responded to
playbacks by producing aggressive calls, but this response quickly decreased
in an exponential fashion (Fig. 13B). Following a brief rest period in which
no stimulus was broadcast, aggressive thresholds returned to their lower,
prestimulus levels consistent with a spontaneous recovery of aggression.
Humfeld et al. (2009) additionally showed that habituation of aggression
in response to advertisement calls was stimulus speciﬁc. A change from a
stimulus containing only advertisement calls to a novel stimulus containing
both advertisement and aggressive calls elicited a recovery of the aggressive
response.
Hourglass treefrogs, D. ebraccatus, are a species of Neotropical treefrog
with a lek mating system similar to Paciﬁc treefrogs and spring peepers, in
which choruses can be exceptionally dense and males use aggressive calls
in agonistic interactions with other males (Wells & Schwartz, 1984b). Additionally, like Paciﬁc treefrogs and spring peepers, males must balance a tradeoff between the beneﬁts of repelling competing males and the costs of
aggressive signals, which are less attractive to females (Wells & Bard,
1987) and may be more energetically expensive than advertisement calls.
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Reichert (2010) used a methodology similar to Brenowitz and Rose (1994)
to show that the aggressive thresholds of male hourglass treefrogs in response
to conspeciﬁc advertisement calls are plastic and that these thresholds are
raised following habituation to an advertisement call stimulus. In contrast,
aggressive thresholds to playbacks of aggressive calls were lowered following
repeated presentation of an aggressive-call stimulus. This latter result indicates a process of sensitization (Groves & Thompson, 1970), according to
which individuals initially increase response to a particularly strong stimulus
with repeated stimulation.

3.6 Summary of Rival Recognition
There is now abundant evidence that anuran vocalizations are individually
distinctive. However, there is still only limited evidence that anurans
make use of this information in the contexts of rival recognition and the
dear enemy effect. Studies of bullfrogs and golden rocket frogs demonstrate
that territorial male frogs can learn to recognize the calls of their nearby
neighbors and use this information to direct relatively lower levels of aggression toward them. In bullfrogs, reduced aggressive responses to neighbors’
vocalizations are also location speciﬁc as in songbirds. However, there is
so far no evidence to suggest strawberry poison frogs behaviorally discriminate between neighbors and strangers in ways consistent with the dear enemy effect. This negative result is important because although males of
this species produce individually distinctive advertisement calls and have
been reported to defend long-term multipurpose territories, neighbors
and strangers are treated similarly. Therefore, evidence from a small number
of studies of territorial anurans suggests potential diversity in rival recognition and the dear enemy effect.
Consistent with the notion that habituation learning contributes to the
dear enemy effect, intensive study of territorial bullfrogs has shown that
aggressive responses to playbacks of calls simulating a new territorial
neighbor exhibit many of the parametric characteristics of habituation. In
addition, habituation to the calls of a simulated new neighbor is longterm and speciﬁc not only to an individually distinctive voice property,
but also to the sound’s location of origin. This overall pattern of results supports the hypothesis that habituation learning could play an important role as
a mechanism underlying the dear enemy effect in anurans. Current evidence
from bullfrogs also suggests a potentially tight coupling between patterns of
among-individual and within-individual variation in calls and the decision
rules receivers use in behaviorally discriminating between neighbors and
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strangers. Studies of lek-breeding species indicate that short-term habituation of aggression allows males to track changes in the local density of nearby
callers, thereby reducing the potential costs of aggressive signaling after calling sites have been established. We hypothesize that generally similar neural
mechanisms could mediate habituation of aggression in all anurans, but that
key products of these mechanisms (eg, rates of response decrement and
spontaneous recovery, stimulus generalization versus speciﬁcity) can be
evolutionarily tailored to reﬂect differences in social interactions between
territorial and lek-breeding species. According to this hypothesis, the same
general mechanisms could give rise to the dear enemy effect in territorial
species and the short-term plasticity of aggressive thresholds observed in
several lek-breeding species.

4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Anurans exhibit remarkable diversity in social, reproductive, and
communicative behaviors. This diversity provides both signiﬁcant challenges
and unparalleled opportunities to behavioral biologists interested in understanding the function, evolution, and mechanisms of contest behaviors,
assessment strategies, and recognition systems. What advances should we
strive to achieve in the next 50 years? Here are some of our suggestions.

4.1 Function
Rival assessment and recognition have closely related hypothesized functions. The hypothesized function of rival assessment is that it results in lesscostly interactions than outright physical aggression. But this hypothesis has
rarely been tested (Logue et al., 2010; Rillich, Schildberger, & Stevenson,
2007). Anurans present a potential challenge for this hypothesis because of
their relatively noninjurious combat (in most species) and potentially high
costs of aggressive signaling (Halliday & Tejedo, 1995). The dear enemy effect is hypothesized to function in reducing the costs of repeated aggressive
interactions. Unfortunately, this hypothesis too has rarely been tested
(Beletsky & Orians, 1989; Jaeger, 1981). With the exception of reduced
attractiveness to females (Marshall et al., 2003), other costs of aggressive
behavior in anurans (eg, energetic costs, time costs, risk of predation, or
injury) are often suggested but rarely quantiﬁed. Future efforts to quantify
these contest costs and the hypothesized cost savings arising from assessment
and recognition are critical to advancing our understanding of the functions
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of both behaviors in anurans. An additional method to study the adaptive
value of both behaviors would be to measure directly the relationship
between individual variation in ﬁtness and variation in assessment or recognition behavior without specifying the source of costs. For instance, individuals’ aggressive phenotypes could be quantiﬁed by measuring average
aggressive signal characteristics, RHP, aggressive thresholds, and propensity
to escalate or persist in response to standardized playback trials. Variation in
these phenotypes could then be related to variation in reproductive success
in natural choruses.
Theoretical treatments of rival recognition are far less well developed
compared with those for assessment. A current limitation of all existing
models to explain the adaptive value of the dear enemy effect (Getty,
1987, 1989; Ydenberg et al., 1988, 1989) is that they assume a priori that
contestants can recognize each other. Lack of a dear enemy effect in these
models would be interpreted as animals recognizing neighbors but treating
neighbors and strangers similarly. But the absence of a dear enemy effect
might also result from the absence of recognition altogether. The sensory
and cognitive machinery enabling recognition may be so costly as to
outweigh any functional beneﬁts of recognition. Similar arguments have
been made concerning the evolution of self-assessment versus mutualassessment (Elwood & Arnott, 2012). Recognition strategies in future
game theory models should bear these potential costs of recognition.
Game theoretic models arising from signal detection theory (Wiley, 2015)
could serve as a useful starting point to develop a better theoretical framework that explicitly links costs and beneﬁts of recognition to speciﬁc outcomes of correct and incorrect decisions about ﬁghting opponents.
Additional considerations relevant to the functions of assessment and
recognition in anurans stem from the fact that anuran choruses represent
noisy communication networks (Grafe, 2005). Noise is ubiquitous in animal
communication and induces errors in decision-making (Brumm, 2013;
Wiley, 2015). Previous research has focused on how male anurans modify
their calls and calling behavior to mitigate the impacts of noise (Schwartz
& Bee, 2013), and how receivers, primarily females, are adapted to perceive
calls in noise (Vélez et al., 2013). Future work should investigate how the
noise of a chorus might constrain a male receiver’s behavioral decisions during assessment and recognition of contest rivals. Noise should induce errors,
which in turn might play important roles in shaping the evolution of assessment and recognition systems (Wiley, 1994, 2015). In addition, the environment of a breeding chorus may present some listeners with the
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opportunity to eavesdrop on aggressive interactions between males, as
shown in some other animals (Peake, 2005). The extent to which female anurans might choose mates after eavesdropping on contests, or whether male
anurans might make decisions about engaging in or escalating contests after
eavesdropping on their opponent’s previous contests, remain open questions
for future studies.

4.2 Evolution
Anurans represent ideal systems in which to discover both the evolutionary
histories of rival assessment and recognition within a phylogenetic framework
and the evolved adaptations that make these behaviors possible. A necessary
ﬁrst step will be to learn more about the prevalence of both behaviors in anurans in relation to the diversity present in their social, reproductive, and
communicative behaviors. We are very far from understanding what aspects
of a species’ breeding ecology (eg, what is defended and for how long) select
for rival recognition or for different rival assessment strategies, and how their
evolution might be constrained by physiology or phylogeny. Additional and
more rigorous ﬁeld studies of rival assessment and recognition in anuran species having well described breeding ecologies should be a top priority for
future research. This is especially true for the study of rival recognition in anurans, which remains in its infancy. To advance our understanding of assessment and recognition, it will be imperative to publish both positive and
negative results. Without robust negative results, we will never elucidate
the evolutionary histories of rival assessment and recognition in anurans,
which demands knowledge of which species do and do not exhibit these behaviors. Following the best practices outlined in this review (Boxes 1 and 2)
will help ensure that negative results can be trusted.
For studies of rival assessment in anurans, theory has largely outpaced
empirical work. Experiments that enable a clear distinction between
mutual- and self-assessment (Box 1) have only been performed for a few
species, and these should be applied over a much broader taxonomic range.
However, researchers should keep in mind that mutual- and self-assessment
are endpoints on a continuum of strategies that weight the relative inﬂuence
of own and opponent qualities (Elias et al., 2008; Mesterton-Gibbons &
Heap, 2014; Prenter, Elwood, & Taylor, 2006). In some cases, animals
may even switch between different assessment strategies at different points
in the contest (Hsu, Lee, Chen, Yang, & Cheng, 2008; Yasuda, Takeshita,
& Wada, 2012). An especially powerful approach to the comparative study
of rival assessment strategies will be to test the predictions of models that
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allow for variation in assessment strategies and explicitly examine the conditions under which different strategies are expected to evolve (MestertonGibbons & Heap, 2014). These models could also be used to test hypotheses
for the evolution of plasticity in aggressive signaling (ie, frequency alteration
and graded aggressive calling). Speciﬁcally, feedback between signal content
and assessment strategy is predicted (Maynard Smith & Parker, 1976; Prenter
et al., 2006), and this feedback could be examined by comparing the role of
signaling plasticity in assessment between taxa that differ in assessment
strategy.
Additional advances will be made in understanding rival recognition
through comparative studies that focus on elucidating evolutionary adaptations of the components of recognition systems. All anurans might produce
individually distinctive vocalizations, yet certainly not all species exhibit rival
recognition. This diversity should be exploited to test the signature adaptation hypothesis (Beecher, 1989, 1991; Tibbetts & Dale, 2007), according to
which the beneﬁts of being recognized impose selection on signal design
that results in increased individual distinctiveness. Testing this hypothesis
in anurans will require quantifying the amount of individual identity information (sensu Beecher, 1989) present in the signals of carefully selected
species such as pairs of closely related species with different breeding ecologies. Support for the signature adaptation hypothesis would be found if species that exhibit rival recognition also have more individually distinct calls.
Comparative studies are also needed to evaluate species-speciﬁc perceptual
adaptations for rival recognition. Species potentially differ in the suite of
call properties that contribute most toward individual distinctiveness (eg,
spectral properties in ranids and temporal properties in dendrobatids).
Thus an important goal for future research should be to uncover species differences in the perceptual basis of rival recognition. We would predict
coevolutionary matches between the patterns of individual variation present
in a species’ signals and the decision rules by which receivers perceive and act
upon individual differences in speciﬁc signal properties.

4.3 Mechanisms
The role of cognitive processes in the decision to persist, escalate, or withdraw from contests is controversial (Elwood & Arnott, 2012, 2013).
Although very little is known about the mechanisms of assessment in anurans, their utility as subjects of neuroethological studies provides an opportunity to study the cognitive basis of rival assessment. Creative experimental
designs manipulating the information available to individual contestants
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(Rillich et al., 2007) could reveal how sensory processes inﬂuence the
perception of the costliness of contests. The methods used in studies of
learning in the context of neighbor recognition (Section 3.5) could be
modiﬁed for testing how recognition of an opponent’s qualities is mediated
by its acoustic signals. In cases of mutual-assessment, it will be important to
determine if individual differences in aggressive signals or in graded signals in
different contexts are actually meaningful to receivers (ie, is this variation
greater than the JMD?; Section 3.4.1). Learning and memory are also important considerations for understanding the extended temporal dynamics of
aggression in frog choruses, in particular if there are effects of winning or
losing experiences on an individual’s subsequent assessment of its own
ﬁghting abilities in future contests (Hsu et al., 2006). Finally, very little is
known about the neural and molecular basis of rival assessment in any animal
species (Stevenson & Rillich, 2015), although more general mechanisms of
aggression are reasonably well understood in humans and other mammals
(Nelson & Trainor, 2007) and methods from these studies could be adapted
for studies of rival assessment in frogs.
Identifying the neural basis of how anurans recognize species differences
in signals has long been a goal of neuroethological research (Gerhardt &
Huber, 2002; Narins, Feng, Fay, & Popper, 2007). A new research goal
for the next generation of neuroethologists should be to elucidate the neural
mechanisms underlying the recognition of individual differences. Immediate
early gene expression has been used to identify the functional connectivity
of auditory nuclei in the anuran brain in response to conspeciﬁc signals
(Hoke et al., 2004). These same genomic responses have been used to identify potential brain nuclei involved in individual recognition in songbirds
(Mello, Nottebohm, & Clayton, 1995) and might be informative in future
studies of anurans as well. Single-unit studies have revealed how neurons in
the anuran brain encode spectrotemporal acoustic properties used in species
recognition, as identiﬁed in behavioral studies (Gerhardt & Huber, 2002;
Narins et al., 2007). These well-established methods might also be used to
provide in-depth analyses of how neural responses change with repeated exposures to signals (Megela & Capranica, 1983), and how neural circuits
encode the decision rules used by receivers to discriminate between neighbors and strangers. Studies of songbirds highlight the role of auditory cortical
areas in individual recognition (Gentner, 2004). In contrast, anurans lack
any functional or anatomical equivalent of auditory cortex (Wilczynski &
Endepols, 2007). Given the presumed functional similarities between songbirds and some territorial anurans in terms of the dear enemy effect,
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exploring how and where stimulus-speciﬁc and location-speciﬁc decrements in aggression develop in the anuran nervous system will be important
for understanding the neural basis of convergence in rival recognition in
these two groups.

4.4 Conclusion
The preceding half century of research on rival assessment and recognition
has uncovered a rich diversity of contest-related behaviors in anurans. In
their sum, these studies reveal the existence of considerable complexity
and variation in male behavior that is frequently and unduly eclipsed by
studies of female mate choice in this group. Nevertheless, previous studies
of maleemale contest behavior in anurans form a solid foundation on which
to frame new and exciting questions about animal contests. Our hope is that
this review might stimulate future research agendas over the next half century to explain this behavioral diversity in terms of function, evolution, and
mechanisms.
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